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Abstract
Electronic structure calculations are performed on metal surfaces using an embedding method. Firstly, 
Cu and Ni surfaces with adsorbates are studied. The O/Cu(001) reconstruction is investigated, and it is 
found that atomic displacements increase bonding symmetry and is most likely the cause of reconstruc­
tion. The interaction between a single graphitic layer and the Ni(l 11) substrate is also studied, and it is 
found that interacting states are formed at Ni band gaps.
The remainder of the thesis deals with steps on metal surfaces. First, the jellium model is used to 
calculate the work function dependence on step density. In the low step density limit, the work function 
varies linearly with step density. Further calculations are performed on realistic Pd and Pt surfaces. 
When electric fields are applied, the screening charge of stepped surfaces is mostly located at the step 
edge. This is explained by the increased fields associated with the edge.
Field emission from Pd and Pt surfaces is also studied. It is found that Pd is a better emitter than 
Pt, owing to work function effects. Transmission is dependent on the surface parallel wavevector and 
decreases with increasing wavevector. The reduced work function also plays a role at stepped surfaces, 
although the major influence stems from the reduced local work function at the step site. The low 
effective potential at the step provides a locally reduced barrier to electron removal. In addition, an 
increase in transmission is seen from non-zero wavevectors for stepped surfaces. The result is that 
stepped Pd and Pt surfaces, with a step density of one step in every three (001) unit cells, show field 
emission increased by a factor of four compared with the flat (001) surfaces.
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1
2Interfaces between states of matter have been the subject of intense scientific interest for many 
decades. The interest partly stems from the industrial importance of the solid-gas and solid-liquid in­
terfaces [1], in connection with catalysis, corrosion, pollution control, energy conversion etc., together 
with many more everyday processes involving reactions at solid surfaces. From a scientific point of 
view, the interface region encapsulates many important and wide-spread concepts in both chemistry and 
physics. A chemist would deal with reactivity and electrochemical phenomena at the interface, whereas 
a physicist might deal with the spectroscopy of the surface electronic structure.
Traditionally, theory and experiment have gone hand in hand in surface science; theory being used 
to explain spectroscopic and structural data obtained from experiment. Increasingly though with ad­
vances in theoretical techniques and a surge in computational power, theory can be used as a highly 
accurate method for predicting surface properties. This thesis utilises some of the theoretical advance­
ments, namely, density functional theory [2] (first reported by Hohenberg and Kohn in 1964 [3]), and 
various techniques for the solution of the Schrodinger equation, together with the recent computational 
availability to study the surfaces of semi-infinite metals.
The framework of density functional theory is essential in modem day electronic structure calcu­
lations since it reduces the calculation from the solution of the many-body Schrodinger equation to an 
effectively one-particle calculation. Density functional theory allows the calculation of highly accurate 
results, and reduces computation to a practical level, from an otherwise impossible calculation. This 
thesis deals with several areas of surface science, always solving the Schrodinger equation within the 
density functional theory framework.
It is generally tme that the major influence on all surface properties is the electronic structure. The 
reduction in the atomic symmetry at the surfaces of materials causes an abrupt alteration in the electronic 
wavefunction from its bulk state. The result affects the full spectrum of surface properties, such as surface 
relaxation / reconstruction, the work function and reactivity. As well as the termination of the bulk crystal 
structure, the surface in general relaxes and reconstructs. Surface defects are invariably present on a real 
surface, but it is obviously simpler to solve the Schrodinger equation for an ideal surface with perfect 
two-dimensional translational symmetry, than for the surface with defects. Early chapters of this thesis 
deal with relaxed and reconstructed surfaces. Chapter 4 treats the O/Cu(001) reconstruction in which 
it will be seen that the Cu(OOl) surface reconstructs on O adsorption at a particular coverage. It will 
be shown that the fully reconstructed surface involves complicated atomic positioning. This increases 
surface stability by optimising the bonding at the surface. Chapter 5 investigates the interaction of a 
single graphitic layer on a Ni(l 11) substrate. Interesting bonding is seen between the metal and adlayer 
within Ni band gaps.
3Chapters 4 and 5, although involving reconstruction and relaxation, still treat highly symmetric sur­
face structures. In fact, the modelling of the surface electronic structure in the presence of defects is a 
colossal task. Symmetry breaking caused by an isolated defect means we cannot take advantage of the 
surface symmetry in reducing computational effort. This difficulty is unfortunate, since defects are an 
inherent property of any surface in nature, and can significantly alter the local properties of the surface. 
The importance of understanding the change in the local electronic structure around surface defects is 
apparent, since it is these changes which may contribute most to processes at the surface, such as reactiv­
ity, and may even alter macroscopic properties such as the work function. The difficulty may be avoided 
by forcing periodicity of steps onto the surface in which case a normal treatment can be made.
One of the objects of this thesis is to study the properties associated with surface defects, steps 
in particular, not only because of their natural occurrence, but also because of the increased reactivity 
associated with them. Metals of interest are Pd and Pt, which are useful in electrochemical catalysis. 
Chapters 6-8 describe how steps influence surface properties, firstly dealing with the jellium model 
(Chapter 6) and later moving onto realistic structures (Chapters 7 and 8) using the all-electron techniques 
used in Chapters 4 and 5. The jellium model is used to give a simplified account of the alteration of 
macroscopic properties, particularly the work function, due to steps. The results describe the relationship 
between work function and step density.
Although naturally occurring defects on surfaces may be randomly positioned, the surfaces investi­
gated in Chapter 6 are based on stepped surfaces of a well-defined nature. This is a requirement since 
the surface must possess translational symmetry within the model, but it is also practical in the sense 
that well-defined stepped surfaces are used in experimental procedures for catalytic reactions [4], and 
surface characterisation [5]. This means that a direct comparison can be made between theory and ex­
periment. However, because of the limitations of the jellium model, these results are applicable only to 
the nearly-free electron metals such as Al and Na.
The closing chapters (Chapters 7 and 8) deal with realistic surface structures, with steps on Pd and Pt 
surfaces. Here we return to the method of solution used in Chapters 4 and 5, in which atoms at the surface 
are treated in the framework of the full-potential linearised-augmented plane-waves (FLAPW) method. 
First to be dealt with are the local properties associated with the step. Due to the efficient screening by 
electrons at metal surfaces a clear distinction can be made between the electronic structure at the step and 
terrace sites, which differ significantly from each other. Electrochemical phenomena at these surfaces are 
also investigated in these chapters. The interest in the charged surface comes from experimental catalytic 
studies, in which redox reactions are carried out at the charged interface [4]. The highly reactive nature 
of the step sites on these catalytic metals makes them even more susceptible to chemical reactions.
4Chapter 7 begins with a study of atomically flat surfaces in applied electric fields. Next, the stepped 
surfaces of Pd and Pt are charged. These investigations suggest enhanced electron screening at step sites 
which may in turn produce enhanced redox reactivity.
Staying with electrochemical phenomena, the thesis continues with a study of field emission of elec­
trons at flat and stepped surfaces. The interest in field emission has recently received renewed attention 
because of its application in modem field-emitting devices. For instance, Spindt-type emitters and car­
bon nanotubes are of particular interest because of their use in flat panel displays [6, 7] and vacuum 
microelectronic devices [8]. Chapter 8 presents calculations on the current density resulting from elec­
trons emitted from metal substrates in the presence of strong electric fields. When the investigation is 
applied to the stepped surfaces, the anticipated result of an increase in electron emission occurs. Here, 
the lowering of the work function, the low potential at the step site, and increased screening effects, all 
associated with the step site, are the cause of increased current density.
These final chapters (Chapters 6-8) investigate the local properties of the surface. It will be shown 
that the surface properties vary with different local geometries, and can be explained by the way in 
which the electron wavefunctions smooth themselves over the different geometries and defects in order 
to reduce kinetic energy. This is known as the Smoluchowski effect [9], and it illustrates that the all- 
important electron wavefunction is again the source of the defect properties. The message, as we shall 
see in the course of this thesis, is that a local description of stepped surfaces is needed to understand the 
real processes at these defective sites.
In this thesis I use atomic units (a.u.), in which e -  H = me = 1. The atomic unit of length is one 
Bohr radius ao, and energy is one Hartree (1H -  27.211 eV).
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6
2.1 The Many-Body Problem 7
This chapter describes the approximations used in this thesis for the theoretical and computational 
method of the solution of the Schrodinger equation at metal surfaces. For complex materials, such as 
the transition metals we treat in this thesis, the number of interactions in the system means that the 
full Schrodinger equation becomes impossible to solve, even numerically [1]. This means that suitable
ical techniques implemented in this thesis for the successful solution of the Schrodinger equation for 
transition metal surfaces.
In Sec. 2.1 the many-body problem is discussed in more detail, and Sec. 2.3 describes density func­
tional theory [2] which reduces the many-body problem to a single-particle calculation. This has the 
effect of greatly reducing the scale of computation. Section 2.4 then describes the embedding method 
[3], which is a method allowing the Schrodinger equation to be solved entirely within a reduced space, 
but still retaining the full effect of the infinite surroundings. For the specific model of the metal sub­
strates, calculations in this thesis have been performed using both the jellium model [4] and full-potential 
linearised-augmented plane-waves (FLAPW) [5]. A brief mathematical background for each of these 
models is given in sections 2.5 and 2.6.
The properties of any material result from the interactions within the crystal, which enter the Hamiltonian
models are required for these systems in order to obtain physical results. Here I describe the theoret-
2.1 The Many-Body Problem
as follows:
H  — Te + Tn + Vn-n + Ve-e + Ve-n (2.1)
where,
(2 .2)
(2.3)
j
(2.4)
(2.5)
l ,J
H J
2.1 The Many-Body Problem 8
1 v~! e2
= o Z 1-------- 1- (2-6)2 ^  |r,- -  r7|
U
i* j
T denotes the kinetic energy, V the potential energy, with subscripts n and e labelling ions and electrons 
respectively. R represents the spatial coordinates of the ions and r  the electrons. The subscripts i, j  
and /, J  are indices ranging respectively over the numbers of electrons and ions in the crystal. Where 
specified, i t  j  and 1 1  J  prevent self-interaction. The resulting Schrodinger equation for the full nuclear 
and electronic wavefunction (R, r) is:
Li y  Zl - 1 y  v2 - y
\  2 ^ M ,  2 Z j  ‘ j f  | r , -
Z/e2 
R/l
+ Y j  ,oZ' Zyo I + Y j  i—~— I (R. r ) = (R, r ) , (2.7)
1R/ "  ^
where M is the nuclear mass, Z is the atomic number and Eeytl is the total energy.
For a crystal of moderate size of say, 1 cm3, the total number of ions present is of the order of 
1023. With our coupled system of interacting ions and electrons, we are left with a vastly complicated 
calculation, and in order to obtain tractable techniques for the solution of the Schrodinger equation for 
such complex systems, we must make approximations.
The first approximation which must be made is to separate the motion of electrons and ions. Because 
the nuclear mass is much greater than the electron mass the motions of the nuclei are considerably slower 
than the rapidly moving electrons. Hence, the electron wavefunctions almost instantaneously follow the 
nuclear motion. This is the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation [6], and although it is not applicable to
systems in which the electronic and nuclear motions are comparable or coupled, it is accurate for all our
purposes. This approximation allows us to separate nuclear and electronic motion:
'Fe,„(R,r) = <D(RmR,r). (2.8)
O(R) is the nuclear wavefunction, while T(R, r) is the electronic wavefunction with the nuclear coordi­
nates given by R. The resulting electron Hamiltonian has the form
H = Te + Ve- e + Ve- n, (2.9)
and the electronic Schrodinger equation, within the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation, now becomes:
(2 .10)
iXr*j\Ti - rA)
where E is the electronic energy.
4 E v ? - Z ^  + X . r ^ K ( R.r)  = C T (R ,r),
l 1,1 U J \ l J  \ 1 J IJ
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The result of this approximation is that the electronic wavefunctions can be solved independently of 
the nuclear motion. The nuclei are fixed at their mean positions and the calculation is performed for this 
static structure.
However, we are still left with a many-body problem treating a vast number of particles. The ne­
cessity still remains then for the calculation to be reduced to a single-particle problem, rather than the 
present many-body system. Fortunately, there are means available to us for such a reduction. Density 
functional theory (DFT) [2] allows us to reduce the many-body problem to a single-particle Schrodinger 
equation, and Bloch’s theorem exploits the symmetry of the crystal lattice and allows us to reduce the do­
main over which the solution is found to one unit cell of the lattice structure. A brief account of Bloch’s 
theorem is given in the next section, and DFT is discussed in Sec. 2.3.
2.2 Bloch’s Theorem
In this section we shall briefly discuss Bloch’s theorem [6]. Due to crystal periodicity, it is beneficial 
to include a periodic function within the expression for the electron wavefunction ^*(r), which has the 
same period as the lattice structure. This is known as a Bloch wavefunction, and can be written
<Mr) = «(r)cltr  (2.11)
for an eigenfunction of the Schrodinger equation with wavevector k in a periodic potential. u(r) must be 
periodic over the lattice with lattice vector 1, u(r + 1) = w(r), and eliir is a plane wave.
The convenience of Bloch wavefunctions is that translations of the wavefunction over the lattice 
vector results in a maximum change of r) by a phase factor only:
if/ki r  + 1) = w(r + l)e/k'(r+1)
= u(r)eikr £*k'1
= (2.12)
This means that 0>(r) need only be found for a single lattice unit cell, or equivalently, k can be taken to 
always lie within the first Brillouin zone.
The periodicity of the unit cell within a crystal, over an effectively infinite region of space, means that 
each unit cell is indistinguishable from another. With this in mind, the electronic wavefunction within 
one cell must then be equivalent to that in any other, aside from some phase factor.
2.3 Density Functional Theory
Density functional theory (DFT) is based on the principle that the many-body ground state electron 
density p(r) may be used as the basic variable in the calculation of the exact properties of the system.
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This density replaces the vastly more complex many-body wavefunction T, converting the calculation 
from 3N  spatial variables for N  electrons to just three spatial variables. This was demonstrated by 
Hohenberg and Kohn [7] in 1964, who showed that a unique relationship exists between the external 
potential Vext (r) and the corresponding electron density p (r):
Vext (r) <==> p  ( r ) . (2.13)
This is an important statement [8], and means that p(r) determines implicitly all properties derivable from 
the Hamiltonian through the solution of the Schrodinger equation. This leads on to the two statements of 
DFT:
• The total electronic energy of the system is a functional of p(r),
E = E\p(r) \ ,  (2.14)
• and the electronic ground state energy Eyext [p(r)] for a system in an external potential Vext (r) 
assumes its minimum value Eq for the correct ground state electron density p(r),
E0 < E Vext [p(r)]. (2.15)
For an extension to the spin-polarised system, the equivalent functionals become dependent on the indi­
vidual electron spin densities of the ground state many-body system:
E  =  £ [p i (r),pT(r)] (2.16)
Eo < Ev|Pi(r),PT(r)] (2.17)
The former statement (2.14) is valid since, from p(r), all properties which can be found from the Hamil­
tonian are available through the solution of the Schrodinger equation. From this solution the exact 
many-body ground state electron wavefunction T  is obtainable, meaning that T  itself is a functional of 
the many-body electron density p(r):
'¥ = '¥[p(r)]. (2.18)
It follows that the total energy E is also a functional of p, leading to (2.14).
Hohenberg and Kohn’s [7] second statement (2.15) deals with the charge density equivalent to the 
wavefunction variational principle. Since ¥  is a functional of p(r) then so too are the kinetic (vF|7,g|vF) 
and potential ('F|Vg_ |^T/> energies. These energies, together with the external potential Vext, form the 
Hamiltonian
H = Te + Ve-e + Vext- (2.19)
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Assuming these functionals can be separated from the external potential, we can define a general density 
functional for energy in an external potential Vext as
[p(r)] = 0F|//|¥> = f  Vex,(r)p(r)dr + F [p(r)], (2.20)
where the functionals of p(r) are contained in the final term:
F\p(r)] = m T e + Ve- e) m .  (2.21)
H in (2.20) is the total Hamiltonian corresponding to Vext, Te and Ve-e in (2.19). Hohenberg and Kohn 
proved that this functional for the ground state energy Eyext [p(r)J of a system in an external potential Vext 
assumes its minimum value for the correct ground state electron density p(r). This is the charge density 
equivalent to the wavefunction variational principle.
The results of Hohenberg and Kohn can be summarised by saying that there is a unique relation­
ship between Vext and p(r), and through the solution of the Schrodinger equation, the exact ground state 
electron density p(r) determines implicitly all properties derivable from the Hamiltonian. The remain­
ing problem is to determine the exact form of the functional F[p(r)] of (2.21). F[p(r)] contains the 
electron-electron interaction energy, but unfortunately this functional dependence is not known. How­
ever, with approximations, the total energy can be minimised via a self-consistency procedure, satisfying 
the variational principle. This is dealt with in the next section, which uses the Kohn-Sham [9] equations 
to calculate the ground state one-electron density but allows for an extra potential term to convert the 
single-particle effective potential to the resultant many-body effective potential.
2.3.1 Kohn-Sham Formalism
The preceding section described a method for reducing the Schrodinger equation from a calculation 
involving 3N  spatial dimensions to just three dimensions, for an /V-electron system. The Kohn-Sham 
formalism [9] further reduces computation by replacing the many-body problem with a single-particle 
problem. The pre-requisite of this is to convert all quantities to single-particle form. The task of re­
establishing many-body effects is then left to an effective potential added on to the single-particle Hamil­
tonian. The unknown interaction effects can be combined into one term called exchange-correlation, 
Exc'
E [p(r)]=  r s [p(r)] + f d 3rp(r)Vexl(r) (2.22)
+ j f d 3r f  d3r 'p(r)  j ^ p  (r') + Exc [p(r)].
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Ts [p(r)] is the single-particle kinetic term corresponding to the electron density p(r) for N non­
interacting electrons, introduced by Kohn and Sham [9],
The exact form of the exchange-correlation energy is still unknown, but must depend on the electron 
density since all other terms of (2.22) do so.
At this point it is prudent to point out that the solution is still exact, since no approximations have been 
made. Simply, all that has been done is to combine all unknown quantities in to the final term of (2.22). 
The exchange-correlation term is then defined as the difference between the exact energy and the sum of 
the energy of the known terms. This leads to the idea that instead of solving the many-electron problem, 
the single-electron problem can be solved, but with an approximation to the exchange-correlation poten­
tial only. In practice, the approximation to this quantity is obtained from a parametrisation [10] which is 
based on quantum Monte-Carlo calculations of electron gases at various densities [11].
The energy £[p(r)] can now be formulated from (2.22) by considering independent electrons moving 
in an effective potential Vef f , which is the self-consistent field (SCF),
Equations (2.24), and (2.27) -  (2.29) are known as the Kohn-Sham equations and form the central part 
of the solution of the Schrodinger equation of a many-electron system by reducing it to an independent
(2.23)
Veff = Vs c f  =  Vext (r) + Vjj (r) + Vxc (r). (2.24)
Here, Vh (r) is the Hartree potential,
(2.25)
and Vxc is the single electron exchange-correlation potential,
(2.26)
The corresponding Schrodinger equation can then be written,
_ I v 2 + Ve/ f  (r) ij/i (r) = EnJ/i (r) i = 1. . .  N (2.27)
with the exact electron density given by, 
N
(2.28)
and from (2.22) the exact many-body ground state energy is given by
E = ^  Ei + Exc[p (r)] ~ \ f d3rf  d3r'P  [r ]_ r / |P (r ') “  f  d \ V xc[p (r)]p (r). (2.29)
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particle problem. These independent particles then move in an effective potential of all other particles. 
Simplifying the many-body problem, the trade-off is the need for a self-consistent procedure to obtain 
the final ground state density. This is because the exact ground state charge density is needed in order 
to obtain the exact effective potential, since (2.24) uses (2.25) and (2.26) which in turn need p (r). But 
on the other hand, in order to solve for the exact charge density (2.28), the exact effective potential is 
needed in (2.27). The remedy is to start the charge density (or effective potential) off at some trial initial 
state, and self-consistently use the Kohn-Sham equations to iteratively solve for the potential (or charge 
density). For each successive iteration, the new input state is a mixture of the input and output of the 
previous iteration. The whole procedure is carried out until a pre-defined limit has been reached in the 
difference of these input and output states.
The key to successful and rapid convergence depends on a number of factors, the most important 
being the initial “guessed” state, and the mixing method employed. Both these topics are covered later 
in this chapter.
2.3.2 Approximations to the Exchange-Correlation Functional
The Kohn-Sham equations discussed in the previous section reduce the many-body problem to a se­
ries of single-particle problems. In doing so, the electron-electron interaction problem becomes one of 
evaluating the exchange-correlation energy functional and potential Vxc. This section describes var­
ious approximations to these terms. Starting with the most simple method we describe the local density 
approximation (LDA), moving on to the more sophisticated method of the generalised gradient approxi­
mation (GGA).
The Local Density Approximation to the Exchange-Correlation Functional
The local density approximation (LDA) is the simplest functional available to us for evaluating Exc and 
Vxc. Within LDA, the exchange-correlation energy (hence the potential) is calculated from the local 
electron density only,
where exc is the exchange-correlation energy per electron of a homogeneous electron gas with the local 
density p(r). This may seem an unreasonable assumption because the electron density within a crystal 
is far from homogeneity. However, it has been shown that LDA works remarkably well [2] in electronic 
structure calculations, but does produce small discrepancies associated with the binding energy [12], 
giving rise to overbinding.
(2.30)
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The term “exchange-correlation” describes the processes involved in the interaction energy between 
electrons. The term “exchange” refers to the phenomenon of the “exchange hole”, where it is found that 
electrons of a particular spin are surrounded by a region -  or hole -  in which electrons of the same spin 
are excluded by the Pauli exclusion principle. For the free electron gas this is given by 
0.458
ex{p) = ---------  (2.31)
rs
in atomic units, r$ is the radius of a sphere containing one electron within a density p,
rs = ( j* ? )  • (2-32)
The correlation effects are dynamical processes between electrons. These include the Coulombic 
repulsion between the electrons, whereby the electron cloud is pushed away from an electron moving 
through it. The resulting potential is dependent on the electron density of both spin states.
Care must be used when talking of exchange-correlation in DFT, since the definition differs from that 
of more traditional quantum chemistry methods, such as in Hartree-Fock (HF) [13]. Hartree-Fock is a 
variational method in which the ground state electron energy is minimised with respect to variations in 
the wavefunction (as opposed to the density in DFT). The resulting Schrodinger equation is
l - i V 2 + Vext( r ) \ M r )  + J <*V Vx(t, r ') ^ ( r ')  = EID> t (r) (2.33)
where the exchange term V*(r, r ')  involves a non-local operator and gives the exact exchange energy 
£ ? f .
One difference in the definition of the correlation energy between DFT and HF lies in reducing 
the many-body problem to an independent particle calculation within DFT. The Kohn-Sham equations 
discussed in Sec. 2.3.1 give the electron kinetic energy as the sum of the occupied one-electron kinetic 
terms (equation 2.23). However, this ignores the many-body effects associated with the kinetic energy, 
which must therefore be included elsewhere. This is not necessarily an oversight of DFT, since we can 
include these many-body effects in the exchange-correlation correction Exc.
The total correlation effect in DFT can therefore be constructed from effects associated with the 
kinetic many-body effects and the electron-electron interaction effects,
EC = [ T -  Ts] + [Vxc -  Ex] = TC + Vc, (2.34)
where T is the exact many-body electron kinetic energy and Vxc = Ve.e -  Vh , is the exchange-correlation 
part of the exact electron-electron interaction energy Ve.e. On the other hand, the traditional definition of 
the correlation energy E^ , is the difference in the energy E, the exact ground state many-body electron
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energy, and the HF energy, ZsHF:
E f  = E - E hf
= T’r  + VJS + V% + V?F- (2.35)
The definitions of 2.34 and 2.35 differ conceptually from one another since Ec is a functional of the 
exact density, whereas E ^F will involve the difference Ap = p -  p HF. The result is that the correlation 
corrections to the nuclear-electron interaction Vf Ft , and the electron-electron interaction do not 
enter into Ec. Similarly, a difference arises in the terms T^F, V^F and E**F with the corresponding terms 
Tc, Vc and Ec.
In the DFT-LDA, the exchange and correlation effects are most successfully taken care of by 
parametrisation of the exchange-correlation energy of the free-electron gas as a function the electron 
density. The most popular of these, and the one which is used throughout the LDA calculations in this 
thesis is the Perdew-Zunger [10] parametrisation of the Ceperley-Alder [11] Monte-Carlo calculations 
for £xclp(r)].
The Generalised Gradient Approximation to the Exchange-Correlation Functional
The incentive to use the generalised gradient approximation (GGA) in electronic structure calculations 
is that it is based on a more realistic model of exchange and correlation. Since interactions between 
electrons do not simply rely on a local density dependence, GGA, which includes non-local properties of 
the electronic structure, is able to deal more effectively with these interactions. Instead of relying solely 
on the electron density p(r), as LDA does in (2.30), GGA depends also on the gradient of p(r):
£??A[P (r)] = f  dP  e f A[p(r)] f £ A[p (r) , s (r)] p(r) (2.36)
where
|V[p(r)]||
■s(r) = £  1 • (2.37)2kpp
H \p=p(r)
Equation (2.36) is the generic form of GGA. The enhancement factor F GGA(p, s) (over LDA exchange) is 
a function of the local density p  and a scaled gradient s and different forms of this factor have been given 
[12]. Various electronic structure codes use GGA, including PW91 [14] and BLYP [15]. Even though the 
present version of the computer code used in this thesis has at its disposal various GGA functionals, the 
calculations described here have only been performed using LDA, for compatibility with earlier versions.
2.4 Embedding and Green’s Functions
The calculations in this thesis are performed within the embedding method [3], which is a way of calcu­
lating the electronic structure of a surface for a semi-infinite system. This section describes the method
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Region I
Region I I
Figure 2.1: The embedded region. A general construction showing the embedding plane S,  the region of solution (region I) 
and the substrate (region II). The substrate wavefunction 4> matches onto the trial wavefunction <p in region I in amplitude, but 
not derivative.
of embedding, showing its mathematical construction as described by Inglesfield in his 1981 paper [3]. 
Subsequent sections demonstrate its applicability to surface science and take a brief look at its other 
varied uses.
Inglesfield’s description of embedding is variational in principle, in which the standard definition of 
the expectation value of energy is given by
where 'Fo is the exact ground-state electron wavefunction and H is the Hamiltonian. Instead of dealing 
with a complete system, or even with a reduced system (as in slab calculations), the embedding method 
partitions space and concentrates on the region of interest, region I (Fig. 2.1). This has the benefit of 
reducing the domain of 'Fo to a finite, local region. The boundary of this region is denoted by S , which 
is a surface over which the trial wavefunction 0 (r) matches in amplitude to the exact solution if/{r) of the 
external region II:
r e /  
r  e l l (2.39)
and,
0 (rs) = <Kr s), (2.40)
where 'F(r) = 'Fo(r) on self-consistency. A pictorial representation is given in Fig. 2.1 showing region I 
as shaded, and region II separated from region I by the boundary S . (p matches onto ip in amplitude but
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no assumptions are made, or conditions forced, with regard to derivative matching. Substituting (2.39) 
into (2.38) yields
E = ( f a y  (rV W D  + e fn d h r ( r M r )  + \  fs -  f f i ) }  ^
f f d3r0*(r)0(r) + f f / d3 rif/*(r)ij/(r)
The first two terms of the numerator of (2.41) are volume integrals over I and II respectively. H is the 
single-particle Hamiltonian and e is the energy at which the wavefunction i//(r) in region II is evaluated. 
The third term arises from the discontinuity of the normal derivative at the boundary, where r  is placed 
on S (denoted by rs )■
So far the energy expectation value is given in terms of 0 (r) and The remaining proof uses 
Green’s theorem to manipulate (2.41) to obtain an expression in terms of 0(r) only. The derivative term 
d ) therefore needs to be expressed in terms of 0 (r) and similarly the volume integral of |t^(r) | 2  over 
region II.
We deal first with the surface integral involving the derivative terms. We introduce the Green’s
function Go(r, r ')  for region II at energy e, and then multiply the Schrodinger equation for Go(r, r ')  by
and that for if/(r) by Gq. We have
« r ) ( - ^ V 2  + V ( r ) - e ) c 0 (r ,r ')  = ,«r>5(r -  r'), (2.42)
G0 ( r , r ' ) f - l v 2  + V ( r ) - e W )  = 0. (2.43)
Subtracting (2.43) from (2.42) gives
- i  (<Kr)V2 G0 (r, r ')  -  G0 (r, r')VV(r)) = ^(r)S(r -  r'). (2.44)
After integrating over region II, the use of Green’s theorem gives the result
1 C ? , / , & K A )  , dG0( r , r ' ) \* r )  = - -  J s * 4  (O o(rys ) ^ f - -  . (2.45)
The change of sign on the right-hand side of (2.45) is introduced because of the convention in embedding 
that the surface normal derivative is taken from region I to II. Equation (2.45) also involves swapping
r  <-» . By placing r  on S and forcing a boundary condition of Go(rs, ) to have zero surface-normal
derivative on S , we are left with
1 r  -5 diKr'c)
^ T S) = - - J d 2r's Go(rs,r's)- g ^ - -  (2-46)
and inverting this equation, together with the result = 0 (r5 ) gives
= - 2 [ d 2r's G o \r s ,r's m r 's ). (2.47)
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This equation is well established in mathematics and is known as Dirichlet-to-Neumann mapping. It 
converts a problem from that in which ^ (r 5 ) (or 0 (rs)) is known (Dirichlet boundary conditions) to a 
problem in which its derivative ) is known (Neumann boundary conditions). Here, the Dirichlet- 
to-Neumann operator Gq1 is the embedding potential, and is the surface inverse Green’s function at an 
energy e of the region II Schrodinger equation.
Having obtained an expression for ) in terms of the region I trial wavefunction, the remaining 
volume integral of region II needs rearranging in order to similarly depend only upon <p. Starting from
Htff(r) = aff(r), r  e II (2.48)
and varying £ by a small amount, gives
HSiff( r) = Seif/( r) + eSif/{ r). (2.49)
Multiplying (2.49) by if/*(r) and the complex conjugate of the Schrodinger equation in II by Sif/(r) gives
i}/*(r)H8if/{r) = ^*(r)<S£^(r) + ij/*(r)e8ij/(r), (2.50)
6if/(r)Hij/*(r) = <S^(r)e^*(r). (2.51)
Subtracting (2.51) from (2.50):
( ^ « v2^  -  ^ v V « )  = **(r¥(r) (2.52)
and integrating through II:
£  i V ( r ) « r )  = - x-  £  d3 r^* (r)V 2^  -  ^ v V ( r ) | . (2.53)
Application of Green’s theorem gives
f  dWirmr) = i f  d*rs ) (2.54)
Jii 2 Js  \ ons oe oe ons )
where the change in sign of the right-hand side of (2.54) is again due to the surface normal derivative 
convention of embedding. Substituting (2.47) into (2.54) produces
£ d 3rft*(r)i/f(r) = -  d2rs J^  d2r's G o V s .r jM rJ )
-  £ d2r's G ^ f o ,  r j)0 (r£ ) j. (2.55)
But if/(xs) = 0 (rs), and because this does not depend on e we can rearrange (2.55) to give
J  d3rif/*(r)i!/(r) = -  £ d2rs £ d2r's <f>*(r5)^G° )• (2-56)
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By substituting (2.47) and (2.56) in to (2.41), Inglesfield finally obtains the expectation value of the 
energy in terms of quantities dependent entirely on region I and the boundary S :d<f>{ rs)E = |jVr0*(r)//0(r) + ^  £ d2rs<p*(rs)-dns
+ f d2rs f  d2r/s(/>*(rs)GQ1(rs,r's)<p(r/s) Js Js
~6fs d2rs Is
(2.57)ffd3r<t>*(r)<f>(r) - fs (Prs fs d2^  <p*(r5) 90 * ^  ^  ■ <p(r's).
By expanding the wavefunction 0 in a set of functions,
m = YJalXi(r), (2.58)
i
it follows that the matrix representation of the single-particle embedded Schrodinger equation is given 
by
£  [Hij + (Go1 ),y + (E - <=)Fl7] aj = E £  Oijaj, (2.59)
J  J
where the matrix elements (G0 )ij, and can be expressed in terms of the basis functions^/ by
Hij = J^d 3rx*(r)Hxj(r) + ^  £ d 2rsx-(rs ) - ^ ^ -  (2.60)
(Go1);; = f d2rs f  d2r'sX*(rs )Gq 1 (rs , )Xj(r's ) (2.61)
Js Js
C o C o  d G ^ ir s ,^ )
Fij = J s d rs J s d rsX*(rs )  ~Qe Xj(r's) (2-62)
0ij = f f d3rX*(r)Xj(r)- (2>63)
The integrals in (2.60) are contained within I, with the extra derivative term in (2.60) ensuring Hermitic- 
ity.
The Hamiltonian, as usual, can be written as
H = -^ V 2  + Veg (r)  (2.64)
where the effective one-electron potential felt by the electron consists of the nuclear potential, the elec­
trostatic potential due to the other electrons (the Hartree potential, Vh (r)), and the local exchange- 
correlation potential Vxc (r). The basis functions^/ are chosen so that they extend beyond S , providing 
variational freedom to describe both the amplitude and derivative over S .
Rather than solve for the wavefunction in region I, it is convenient to find the Green’s function for
the surface region [16] evaluated at E so that the term involving Fy  in (2.59) disappears. In matrix form,
the Green’s function then satisfies
(H + G„1 -  £ 0 )  G (E) = I, (2.65)
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where G (r, r'; E) is given in terms of matrix elements by
G  (r, r'; E) = £  Gy ( E) Xi  M x ’j  (r') • (2.66)
From the Green’s function, the local density of states [17] can now be written as
n (r, E) = -  3mG (r, r; E + iS) r e I (2.67)n
from which the charge density can be found by integrating up to the Fermi energy 
2  CEfp  (r) = -  I dE  3m G (r, r; E + iS), (2.68)
where the factor of 2 allows for spin. We can now go to self-consistency, and for the particular application
of calculating the surface electronic structure of metals, the efficient screening means that we need only 
go to self-consistency in region I.
The embedding method for surfaces has been further advanced by Ishida [18, 19], using a new 
approach for determining the embedding potential over a convenient flat interface. With this approach 
a buffer region is used to avoid cutting muffin tin spheres, and by adding a cap (a part of the muffin tin 
sphere cut by a plane) onto the surface region, and removing a similar cap on the substrate side, this has 
the effect of allowing a full solution within the muffin tins overlapping the embedding plane.
2.4.1 Applications of Embedding
Most surface electronic structure calculations use the supercell method in order to retain periodicity in 
the surface normal direction. This is so that conventional bulk codes can be used, which now consist 
of periodic layers parallel to the surface. This supercell (typically 5-20 atomic layers thick) is useful 
in that conventional bulk codes can be used for its wavefunction solution and has proven useful in the 
calculation of surface energies, atomic geometry, and surface electronic structure [20]. However, limi­
tations are imposed on this method due to the finite number of layers, in particular when bulk solutions 
impose an important contribution to surface properties. When these features, such as surface states, are 
important, the supercell approximation is inadequate for comparison with experiment [20]. This is where 
the embedding method is deemed most appropriate for surface electronic structure calculations.
Recently, embedding has been used for the electronic structure calculations of large molecules [21]. 
The partitioning of space which the embedding method allows, can be used to split the molecules into 
component parts, but still retains information from the remainder of the molecule.
2.5 Computing within the Jellium Model
It is sometimes convenient to use the jellium model for a metal surface. In this model the nuclear lattice 
is replaced with a smooth background positive charge density n, in the potential of which the electrons
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Figure 2.2: The surface embedded region for a jellium stepped surface. The embedding planes for both bulk S b and vacuum 
Sv are shown. Region I is the near surface region between S b and Sv.
are free to move. At the surface the background charge stops abruptly so that
{ n z < zs (2.69)
0 z>z*
where n is found from the real material ionic charge density, z is the displacement normal to the surface, 
and directed away from the bulk and zs is the position of the surface / vacuum interface. For a stepped 
surface, as given in Fig. 2.2, zs is dependent on the surface parallel position, and is described by a saw­
tooth function. Details of the exact function are given in Appendix B. In the embedding method, the 
Schrodinger equation for the electronic charge density is then solved to self-consistency within this free 
electron model between embedding planes placed within the bulk and vacuum some distance away from 
the surface.
As with any self-consistent procedure, the cycle of solving the Schrodinger equation followed by 
solving Poisson’s equation is needed. Starting from an initial, guessed solution for the potential at the 
jellium surface, the charge density is calculated using the Schrodinger equation. In turn, a new potential 
is created from the solution of Poisson’s equation for the electron density plus the positive jellium back­
ground. With appropriate mixing of the effective potential between iterations, this procedure is continued 
until some pre-defined self-consistent limit has been reached. The details of the initial conditions used 
in the jellium model are given in Appendix B.
Having constructed the initial potential of the stepped jellium system the first iteration for solution 
of the self-consistent procedure can be started. This involves finding the Green’s function in (2.66) using 
the initial potential V(x,z) of (B.2), with a suitable basis x- F°r this model we choose free-electron
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functions, given by
*/(R, z) = (  exp {i(kx + gm) x) exp {/kyy). kt = + b ^  C°S (2.70)
I sin (kiz) 1 '  > for sin
_ mn 
gm =-£■,
where R = [jt,y], and a and L define region I in the z and x directions respectively, as in Fig. 2.2. b 
is chosen to extend beyond the bulk and vacuum embedding planes. Poisson’s equation is then solved 
for the newly calculated charge density given by equation (B.21), and the background positive charge 
density.
2.5.1 Mixing Methods
The type of mixing used is an important consideration for the rate of convergence of the charge density 
in the self-consistent calculation. Within the jellium model we use simple mixing, whereby the newly 
calculated potential is mixed linearly with that from the previous iteration, i.e.
VJ. = AVfr1 + (l -  (2.71)
where V?. is the input potential matrix element for iteration number n, and V'J is the output potential 
matrix element calculated from the charge density for the same iteration. A is the fractional mixing. 
Simple mixing is convenient and easy to implement, but a small value of A must be used to ensure 
stability, which decreases the rate of convergence, of course.
A more standard mixing routine is that of Broyden mixing [22], in which the potentials (or charge 
densities) from a number of previous iterations are taken into consideration, and are mixed according to 
some weighting determined by the Broyden parameters. This is used in later calculations.
2.6 Computing with Atomic Structures
Although jellium is still useful for some applications, realistic calculations must involve the atomic struc­
ture. However, the electronic wavefunctions are highly oscillatory within the atomic core and methods 
must be found to deal with this problem.
One such method is to replace the potential resulting from the nucleus and core electrons with a 
shallow pseudopotential [13]. This is constructed in such a way that valence electrons are scattered by 
the pseudopotential in the same way as by the actual potential. Outside the core, the pseudopotential 
is the same as the actual potential, and consequently the pseudo-wavefunction is the same as the actual 
wavefunction in the outer region. The advantage of the pseudopotential is that the valence electrons can 
be modelled using a plane-wave basis set, since the rapid oscillations of the electron wavefunctions are
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Figure 2.3: Partitioning of space within the linearised-augmentedplane wave method. Plane waves are used in the interstitial 
region, whereas radial solutions to the Schrodinger equation are used within the spherical region of the ion core.
removed due to the shallow pseudopotential. This method is widely used and implemented in codes such 
as SFHIngX and FHI98PP [23].
Another model, this time an all-electron method, was developed by Slater in 1937 [24], and is called 
the augmented plane wave method. This is the basis for the more modem and sophisticated linearised- 
augmented plane-wave method (LAPW) [25, 26] which is used throughout all atomistic calculations in 
this thesis.
2.6.1 Linearised Augmented Plane-Waves
In the LAPW method, space is partitioned into muffin tins containing the ion core and the interstitial 
region (Fig. 2.3) [5]. Within the interstitial region, the basis functions are given by plane-waves,
where pn = with (n > 1), N = {G,n}, and R = {jt,y}. A is the area of the 2-dimensional surface unit 
cell and L is the distance between the embedding planes. A plane-wave expansion is convenient since the 
potential in this region is rather flat: plane-waves are solutions of the Schrodinger equation in a constant 
potential, and so are a natural choice.
The basis functions inside the muffin tins consist of radial solutions of the Schrodinger equation,
(2.72)
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Figure 2.4: The surface embedded region. An atomistic surface with embedding planes for both bulk S b and vacuum S v 
Region I is the near surface region between S b and S v.
motivated by the strongly varying, but near-spherical potential and wavefunctions:
*T<r> = Z Z (AljnRAr) + B,„R,(r)) (2.73)
I m
The basis function ^ n(r) is given in terms of the radial solution of the Schrodinger equation /?/(r) and its 
energy derivative R[(r) (= inside the muffin-tin, using a standard scalar-relativistic treatment [27].
The coefficients A/m and B[m are found by matching (2.72) and (2.73) over the muffin tin boundary in 
amplitude and derivative [5, 16]. The LAPW basis functions are highly efficient, and typically 100 basis 
functions per atom is adequate.
2.6.2 Plane-Wave Expansion of the Embedding Potential
An important consideration for any embedding calculation is the accuracy of the embedding potential 
Gq1. Further details of embedding potential accuracy are discussed in the next chapter. However, we 
shall briefly mention areas of concern in surface calculations. Figure 2.4 shows a typical set-up of a low 
Miller index surface calculation. The analytical vacuum embedding potential [19]
GjVg.g') = ■ -^ 2  (e — ev) -  |k + g | 2 (2.74)
is placed on 5 v. ev denotes the vacuum energy. The bulk embedding potential G5  ^ is placed on S b, and is 
determined prior to the surface calculation from a self-consistent bulk calculation. The bulk embedding
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potential is expanded in the form given in ref. [19]:
Gj](R,R') = ^  exp [j(k + g) •R -  / (k -t- g') -R'] GJ*(g,gO, (2.75)
g>g'
where k is a surface-parallel wavevector, g and g' are reciprocal lattice vectors, R and R' are position 
vectors over the plane S 1> and A is the area of the unit cell of the embedding plane. The number of basis 
functions will obviously determine the accuracy of the embedding potential, and depends on the size 
of the surface unit cell and the richness of structure of the embedding potential itself. These concerns 
increase the number of basis functions needed for the embedding potential when dealing with small spac- 
ings between atomic layers, as more structure in the embedding potential comes from adjacent atomic 
layers. These concerns are laid out in the next chapter, and solutions are proposed when the embedding 
potential is found to become too inaccurate for a surface calculation.
2.6.3 Mixing Methods
In the self-consistent procedure, the LAPW calculation iterates in terms of the charge density. In the case 
of the jellium model discussed previously, the potential is mixed between iterations, but the principle 
that both of these quantities are mixed in some way between iterations, is the same. The initial charge 
density and potential for the LAPW surface calculation is calculated from the superposition of single 
atom charge densities. The Schrodinger equation is then solved using the embedding methodology, 
and Broyden mixing [22] of the input and output charge densities obtains the new input charge for the 
following iteration. In the next iteration, Poisson’s equation for that charge density is solved, and the 
cycle continues until convergence is achieved.
The Broyden method of mixing is a non-linear routine, mixing charge densities over a number of 
previous iterations, typically up to eight, after which the process is re-initialised. The benefit of this 
method is a greater convergence rate over simple mixing routines, but a small fractional mixing is still 
used in order for the convergence to remain stable.
A further feature of Ishida’s embedding code is the use of the full potential of the ion core in the 
interstitial potential calculation [28, 29]. This is implemented in the Poisson solution, by replacing the 
radial wavefunction inside the muffin-tin by a plane-wave expansion of a pseudocharge, possessing the 
same multipole moments as the radial wavefunction. The corresponding electrostatic potential can then 
be found directly, and corresponds to the full solution of Poisson’s equation outside the muffin-tins. The 
solution within each muffin tin is found by integrating Poisson’s equation with the full muffin-tin charge 
density, with the boundary conditions that the potential matches onto the interstitial value.
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2.6.4 Static Electric Fields
One emphasis of this thesis is the study of surfaces and defective surfaces in static electric fields. The 
calculations in Chapters 7 and 8  deal with electrified interfaces to investigate screening and field emission 
properties of various surfaces. An electric field F is applied perpendicular to the surface by placing a 
notional charge density cr at the vacuum embedding plane S v (Fig. 2.4). The electric field related to this 
charge density is given by
F = —4ncr. (2.76)
Here, cr is defined as the charge density in atomic units. The convention used is that a positive value 
of cr indicates a positive charge density at S v, inducing a negative field of - 4 7 rcr a.u. The field is in the 
direction normal to the surface.
2.7 The Work Function
Throughout this thesis a large emphasis is placed on work function values. It is crucial therefore to 
explicitly define the work function and how it is calculated using the embedding method. The energy 
needed to extract an electron has its roots in the energy of the occupied electrons, which is a bulk property, 
but the barrier to electron removal is also strongly dependent on the surface dipole. This surface dipole 
is face dependent, which means that extra care is needed in the work function definition. Taking this 
into account, the work function of a metal can be defined as the energy required to remove an electron 
from the Fermi energy of the metal to just outside the surface. The term “just outside” means that the 
work function is truly face dependent if the electron-metal distance is small compared to the material 
dimensions, but remains large on the atomic scale [30].
For practical purposes, the work function calculation within the embedding method follows this
r
definition by considering the difference in the Hartree potential at the vacuum embedding plane VH\  and 
the metal Fermi energy,
O = VSHV -  Ef . (2.77)
At the vacuum embedding plane the Hartree potential has reached its asymptotic limit and can therefore 
be considered far from the surface on the atomic scale.
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Figure 3.1: Various surface defects on an 
fee crystal. Shown are steps, kinks and va­
cancies.
The properties of any surface, such as reactivity or work function, depend not only upon the chemical 
properties of the material but also on the surface structure. This chapter considers some concepts and 
nomenclature of surface structure and gives a brief account of surface Miller indices, defects, relaxation 
and reconstruction at metal surfaces.
3.1 Metal Substrates and the Surface Miller Index
Many substrates such as metals and semiconductors can be grown as single crystals of considerable size 
(of the order of 1 cm or more in diameter) [1]. In nature though, most substrates are not single crystals, 
and the materials possess defects such as grain boundaries, dislocations and vacancies. These defects 
can be transferred to the surfaces, which in turn possess defects such as steps, kinks and vacancies
[2] (Fig. 3.1). In this thesis we shall mainly be concerned with idealised surfaces, either flat surfaces 
or surfaces with a regular array of steps. In Chapters 4 and 5, reconstructed and relaxed surfaces are 
considered, due to their significance in adsorbate bonding.
The possible surfaces can be conveniently described by the surface Miller indices [3]. The different 
crystallographic planes are revealed by slicing through single crystals at different angles. The Miller 
index of a surface of a cubic crystal, with unit vectors a, b, and c, are described by considering the 
intersection of the surface plane on each axis of the unit-cell, xa, yb, and zc. The reciprocal quantities 
l/x , 1/y, and l/z  are transformed to the lowest integer values of the same ratio and are termed the surface 
Miller index (hkl). The Miller indices are also convenient because they describe the vector normal to the
V a c a n c y
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Figure 3.2: Low Miller index planes of the fee crystal; (a) (111), (b) (100), and (c) (110). The upper row shows the cleavage 
plane for the surface within the lattice unit cell, the lower row gives a plan view of the corresponding surface plane.
cutting plane, denoted with square brackets [hkl]. Figure 3.2 demonstrates different cutting planes for 
the face-centred cubic Bravais lattice. The cut in Fig. 3.2a gives rise to a (111) surface, Fig. 3.2b to 
(100), and Fig. 3.2c to (110). Here, each component of the Miller index (h,k,l) gives the relative x-, y-, 
and z- components of the surface normal vector. These three surfaces have the smallest non-equivalent 
Miller indices for the fee crystal structure, and are here termed flat surfaces. For the most part, this thesis 
considers surfaces on fee metals.
The three surface structures of the fee crystal shown in Fig. 3.2 are clearly not the only surfaces 
obtainable by cleaving the crystal. For instance, cutting an fee single crystal in the x-y plane results in 
a (001) surface (equivalent structures are also found for the x-z and y-z planes (Fig. 3.2b)). But if this 
plane has, say, a small z- component, the resulting surface would be a stepped surface; for small tilts 
from the original x-y plane, this would consist of (0 0 1 ) terraces, separated by equally spaced rows of 
(011) steps. By increasing the angle of tilt, a surface with a greater step density would result.
All possible surface structures can be conveniently visualised using a stereographic projection (Fig. 
3.3). This projection shows which surface structure results from cutting an fee single crystal for any 
given plane. For the sake of simplicity the diagram only highlights the flat surfaces. Throughout the 
spherical projection, many equivalent structures occur at different planar cuts. Since, for the moment, we 
are only interested in flat and stepped surfaces, the diagram can be reduced to show how a surface can 
be made up of separate facets of the low Miller index surfaces already described. This representation is 
called the stereographic triangle [4] (Fig. 3.4), and from this diagram the idea of a microfacet notation
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Figure 33: Spherical stereographic 
projection of the possible surface 
structures of an fee single crystal. 
The central crystal shows three low 
Miller index surface structures, pro­
jected on to a spherical boundary. 
Planar cuts of the crystal between 
these planes result in a hybrid surface 
which comprises structures involving 
two or more of these low Miller index 
planes. Any planar cut at an angle on 
a line between two of the low Miller 
index planes (111), (100), or (110) 
(or equivalent) results in a stepped 
surface, and can be described by the 
microfacet notation. Any other cut 
would result in a kinked surface. The 
diagram highlights the stereographic 
triangle (dashed line).
[5] is introduced.
3.1.1 Microfacet Notation
As mentioned, a stepped surface is a hybrid of two or more low Miller index surface facets, such as 
(100) and (111). For a well-defined stepped surface, the microfacet notation is based on the ratio of these 
steps and terraces within one primitive unit cell of the stepped structure. These surface structures can 
be conveniently represented by the stereographic triangle (Fig. 3.4), which is the planar representation 
of the spherical triangle having comers at the (100), (110), and (111) faces. A planar cut of the fee 
single crystal in a direction between any of these primitive faces results in a stepped surface. So in 
the microfacet notation, a cut between the ( 1 0 0 ) and (1 1 0 ) faces gives a structure of n ( 1 0 0 ) x ( 1 1 0 ), or 
alternatively n ( 1 1 0 ) x ( 1 0 0 ) where n is the integer ratio of the length of terrace and step facets, dependent 
on the angle of the cut. For example, on the (510) surface (Fig. 3.4) the terraces possess a (100) geometry 
and the steps a (110) geometry in the ratio of 3 : 1. This gives a microfacet notation of 3 (100) x (110). 
Likewise, the (430) surface has (110) terraces and (100) steps in the ratio of 3 : 1. This now gives the 
microfacet notation of 3 (110) x (100).
These examples clearly show a distinct step-terrace stmcture. If however, the planar cut of the fee 
crystal gives a step and terrace of similar size, then it is difficult to distinguish between the two. This is 
known as the turning point and occurs at high step densities. In Fig. 3.4 the turning point is represented 
by the break in the outer lines of the diagram. As an example, the turning point between the (100) plane
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Figure 3.4: Stereographic tri­
angle of the fee crystal. The 
three primitive surface struc­
tures are located at each cor­
ner of the spherical triangle. 
Any cut along an angle lo­
cated on the boundary of the 
triangle results in a regular 
stepped surface which can be 
described using the microfacet 
notation. Any planar cut within 
the spherical triangle (not at 
the boundary edge) results in a 
kinked surface structure. Also 
shown are examples of each 
type of stepped surface, and 
their usual Miller indices.
The surface diagrams were cre­
ated using software developed 
by the Fritz-Haber Institute [6].
and the (1 1 1 ) plane is the (311) surface.
The microfacet notation is a convenient way of describing stepped surfaces of a regular nature. It 
gives very clearly both the structure of the terrace and step, and the size of the terrace in terms of the 
number of low Miller index units. Ideally, the calculations in this thesis would be based on vicinal 
surfaces, in which the surface normal direction is tilted slightly from low index planes. However, a 
constraint is imposed on the surface when performing calculations using the embedding method. This 
drawback, together with a possible solution, is discussed in the next section.
3.2 Stepped Surfaces and Embedding -  Approximations and Justification
Since we are going to investigate high Miller index, stepped surfaces, the surface unit cell has a large 
area, but with a much reduced spacing between atomic layers. This means that when the embedding 
potential is calculated over a plane between atomic layers, more atoms must cross this plane. This results 
in a rapidly varying embedding potential, and with the increased surface area, a greater plane wave basis 
set is needed to expand the embedding potential. This in fact leads to a point, for increasing terrace length 
of the vicinal surface, where the embedding potential cannot be described accurately. In our work, and 
with our computing resources, it is found that the highest Miller indices feasible for a vicinal surface
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the real part of the complex band structure of Pd obtained from the embedding potential calculation and the bulk band structure along equivalent directions. The 
real part of the complex band structure is shown as red circles, and the bulk band structure is represented as a solid line. Wavevector directions are along the surface normal direction as 
indicated for each plot.
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calculation corresponds to the (311) plane, as far as accuracy and CPU time are concerned. This is 
demonstrated with the band structures in Fig. 3.5 of Pd. For each of these three plots, the bulk band 
structure extends from T in the surface normal direction, and is plotted together with the real part of the 
complex band structure obtained from the embedding potential calculation [7], For the low index planes 
of ( 1 1 1 ) and (0 0 1 ), the two band structures are nearly identical, with only a small energy difference in 
a d-band in the (001) direction. However, larger inaccuracies begin to creep into the band structure for 
the (311) surface. Almost all the states calculated from the embedding potential are a few tenths of an 
eV higher in energy than those calculated from the bulk code. The result is that the surface calculation 
will be embedded onto a substrate with an incorrect band structure. However, since the structure of the 
bands are still in place, albeit a few tenths of an eV out, the (311) embedding potential can still be used, 
but larger indexed surfaces provide unworkable results.
For high Miller index structures, we should therefore try to model the stepped surface using low 
Miller index embedding planes. In practice, any stepped surface structure in this investigation, other 
than the (311) surface, needs to be modelled in a different way. This is achieved by considering the 
terrace to be parallel to the embedding plane and to place a half-monolayer of atoms on top of this 
terrace. The rows of atoms in this half-monolayer are positioned adjacent to one another within the 
chosen surface unit cell. The 0.5 monolayers are the upper terraces of the stepped surface, with the next 
layer the lower terrace. A typical set-up for this is shown in Fig. 3.6. In doing this we are left with a 
two-dimensional supercell calculation, in which the embedding potential can be calculated over one low 
Miller index unit cell, such as (001), and repeated over the surface unit cell of the stepped structure. In 
practice, this usually consists of six low Miller index unit cells.
3.3 Surface Relaxation and Reconstruction
As the forces acting on the surface atoms are different from those acting on the substrate atoms due 
to reduced coordination, the surface atoms are unlikely to remain in their ideal bulk positions -  the 
positions they would maintain if they were still contained within the substrate. The different forces 
acting on surface atoms may result in surface relaxation or even reconstruction. It is appropriate at this 
point to distinguish between relaxation and reconstruction of a surface: relaxation is the repositioning of 
surface atoms, but with no alteration in surface symmetry; surface reconstruction, on the other hand, is 
the repositioning of surface atoms, but with the result of altering the surface symmetry. The result may 
even be to lose surface atoms, in which case, atoms are pushed into steps or kinks on the surface, causing 
irregular defects. This topic arises in Chapter 4 on “The Electronic Structure and Surface Reconstruction 
of Adsorbed O on Cu(001)”.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3.6: Stepped surface structure avoiding high Miller index planes. Islands of rows of atoms are equally spaced over the 
substrate. This surface layout avoids the high Miller index surface planes, and so the accuracy of the embedding plane is not 
limited by the greater embedding structure. The result is a supercell calculation over many low Miller index surface planes, 
and the embedding potential retains the accuracy of a single cell calculation, (a) shows charge iso-surfaces of a self-consistent 
stepped Pd surface, (b) and (c) give side and plan views respectively of similar structures.
(Upper terrace atom 
)Lower terrace atom
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Table 3.1: Relaxation of the spacing between consecutive layers for Pd(OOl), Al(OOl) [9] and 
Na(OOl) [9] as a percentage of dz (= ideal layer spacing ) ( -  denotes a contraction and + an ex­
pansion). L is the number of layers allowed to relax.
Surface L x 1 0 0  (%)
Pd(001)f 3 -3.27, +1.00, -0.18
Al(001)* 1 0 -0.54, +0.08, -0.01
Na(001)* 1 0 -3.53, +1.39, -0.44, +0.15, -0.05
+ Calculated using SFHIngX [8] -  a pseudopotential slab code. 
* Data obtained from Ref. [9].
The usual effect on surface atoms due to reduced coordination is that the one-sided forces alter the 
interlayer spacing close to the surface. However, the layer spacing of the atoms does not simply contract, 
but usually undergoes alternate expansion and contractions. This is demonstrated for Pd(OOl) and other 
surfaces in Table 3.1 [9]. The alternating positive and negative values of relaxation indicate increasing 
and decreasing relaxations layer-by-layer, respectively. This oscillatory behaviour is an effect of Friedel 
oscillations in the charge densities near the surface, which is touched upon in Chapter 6  dealing with 
the jellium model of stepped surfaces. This results in surface relaxation, since two-dimensional surface 
symmetry is unaffected.
The embedding method of Ishida [10] does not yet implement the calculation of total energy, and 
so cannot be used to minimise the energy with respect to atom positions. So, in most cases, the atoms 
at the surface are taken to be situated at the ideal bulk positions. Since surface relaxation is expected 
to be small for the surfaces we study, the ideal atomic position should describe the properties of the 
surface quite accurately. However, in some cases, particularly for surfaces with adsorbates, it is found 
that the surface undergoes relaxation or reconstruction, deviating significantly from the ideal surface. In 
Chapter 4 the O/Cu(001) system is investigated, one in which surface reconstruction occurs. In this case, 
atomic positions obtained from experimental data are used in performing the self-consistent calculations. 
Chapters 7 and 8 , dealing with stepped surfaces, use bulk-terminated atomic positions.
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4.1 The 0/Cu(001) Surface 40
Chapter 3 introduced the phenomenon of surface relaxation and reconstruction. External effects may 
also have an influence on atomic repositioning. For instance, applied electric fields can cause reconstruc­
tion of Ag(110) [1], Pt(110), and Au(110) [2] surfaces, and atomic or molecular adsorption frequently 
influences surface structure. This chapter deals with such a reconstruction, where O chemisorbed onto 
Cu(001) is the cause of a missing row reconstruction. Calculations are based on two phases of the re­
construction, using ideal-terminated, and fully reconstructed geometries according to experimental data
[3].
4.1 The O/Cu(001) Surface
It is well known that O adsorption on Cu(001) at 0.5 monolayer coverage has the ( I ' J l x  V2)R450 
structure with surface reconstruction involving missing Cu rows [4, 5]. However, adsorbed O initially 
has a c(2 x 2) structure, with a local coverage of 0.5 monolayer contained within small islands, up to 
an overall coverage of 0.34 monolayers [3, 6 ]. After the 0.34 monolayer coverage has been reached the 
system undergoes the missing row reconstruction and the (2 V2 x V2) R45° phase is formed.
In the Cu(001)-c(2 x 2 )-0  phase, the O is chemisorbed in fourfold hollow sites, with the surface 
Cu atom in essentially bulk-terminated positions. A range of values for the Cu-O inter-layer spacing, 
dcu-o, has been obtained experimentally. Surface-extended X-ray-absorption fine-structure (SEXAFS) 
variously gives dcu-o = 0-94 a.u. [5], and dcu-o =1.3 a.u. [7, 8 ]. For this reason we perform calculations 
for a range of dcu-o between 1.15 a.u. and 1.7 a.u. which span most of the observed experimental results 
(and also previous theoretical results [9] which go up to 1.9 a.u.). The full range of dcu-o cannot be 
studied because of restrictions on the radii of the atomic muffin tins which are used to construct the 
LAPW basis functions. There is a weak dependence of the self-consistent solution on the muffin tin 
radius of the surface atoms, and to avoid this we use the radii of 1.4 a.u. for O and 2.19 a.u. for the 
surface Cu atom in all our electronic structure calculations. This gives a lower limit of the dcu-o value 
of 1.15 a.u., which is somewhat larger than the minimum value found from experiment.
Table 4.1: Structural parameters of the Cu(001)-(2 V2 x V2) R45°-0 surface from Woodruff et al. [3]. The surface normal 
distances relative to Cu3 are given for each of the atoms Cul, Cu2 and O. The surface parallel displacements 6xo and Sxaa 
are relative to the ideal bulk-terminated positions of the atom in the jc-direction as defined in Fig. 4.1. All values are given in 
atomic units (a.u.). ___________________________________________________________
Cul 4.04
Cu2 3.55
O 3.87
Sx o 0.075
dxcu2 0.55
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Figure 4.1: Structure of the Cu(001)-(2 V2 x V5) R45°-0 surface showing (a) a plan view of the ideal bulk-terminated surface 
on the (001) plane, and (b) a perspective view of the structure as proposed in [3], showing the local environment of the O atom. 
Notice in (a) the missing Cu atom in the top layer, which if present, would form an ideal c(2 x 2) structure. All lines between 
atoms are guides for the eye and do not represent the bonding at the surface.
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The second system is the missing row reconstmcted surface of Cu(0 0 1 ) - ( 2  V2 x V2)R450 -0 .  For 
this phase, two separate local structures are investigated in detail. Firstly, we take bulk-terminated Cu 
atoms, with every fourth row removed (Fig. 4.1a), and with dcu-o = 1.5 a.u., comparable to the values 
taken in the c(2 x 2) structure. Secondly, we study a locally reconstructed model of the (2 V2 x V2) R45° 
phase [3]. This is the most recent experimental result determined from photoelectron diffraction, and we 
base our calculation on these structural results in preference to other studies [15], though they mostly 
have very similar structural parameters. Figure 4.1b shows a perspective view of one half unit cell of this 
structure. Atoms Cul and Cu2 do not lie in exactly the same plane, and the O plane lies approximately 
0.2 a.u. below this outermost Cu layer. Furthermore, the atoms next to the missing Cu row (O and Cu2 
in Fig. 4.1) are allowed to move perpendicular to this row in the surface plane. It will be seen in Sec.
4.5 that this is beneficial for the bonding effects taking place at the surface. Table 4.1 gives the structural 
parameters of this locally reconstmcted (2 V2 x V2) R45° phase using the atomic labels shown in Fig. 
4.1.
There has been much discussion in recent years on this O/Cu(001) reconstruction. Earlier theoretical 
calculations [10, 11] were focused mainly on demonstrating the instability of the c(2 x 2) phase. More 
recently, theoretical research has been extended to calculations of the reconstmcted phase [12, 13, 14], 
drawing conclusions from the comparison of the electronic stmcture of the two O/Cu(001) systems. 
These recent theoretical calculations have proposed bonding mechanisms for both phases deduced from 
the local density of states and symmetry considerations. In this chapter, we advance these discussions 
by studying in detail the energy-resolved charge density, that is, the local density of states, showing 
explicitly the bonding mechanism active at the surface. It is the aim of these calculations to describe in 
some way the reason for the reconstmction in terms of the electronic stmcture and the binding effects of 
the O/Cu(001) system.
In this chapter we first deal with calculations of the unreconstmcted Cu(001)-c(2 x 2 )-0  surface, 
discussing the effective charge [10], density of states and the energy-resolved charge density. The ef­
fective charge is discussed more fully in Sec. 4.3 and Appendix A. The density of states argument 
is discussed in Sec. 4.4. This is followed by a similar study for the reconstmcted phase of Cu(001)- 
(2 V2 x V2 ) R45°-0 in Sec. 4.5. It will be seen that the early effective charge argument [10] for the 
instability of Cu(001)-c(2 x 2 )-0  seems to be untenable, and that both phases of the O/Cu(001) system 
must be studied in order to elucidate the reconstmction. This is discussed using a detailed analysis of the 
energy-resolved charge density.
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4.2 Computational Aspects
In this chapter we find it convenient to work with the density of states (DOS), and a “local-energy 
valence charge density”. The density of states in atom i, «,(£), is given by integrating (2.67) over the ith 
muffin-tin. This gives a density of states for each non-equivalent atom. This can also be projected onto 
a spherical harmonic to give the I-  and m -  angular momentum-resolved probability density for each 
atom. Using this DOS, the angular momentum-resolved energy dependence of the electronic structure is 
available for each atom. We next define the local-energy valence charge density on atom i, p as the 
spatial distribution of the states within an energy window, in other words, equation (2.67) integrated over 
a convenient range of energies found from the DOS
The range of energies is typically around some peak in the DOS -  this gives the actual charge den­
sity associated with the peak. With this spatial and energy distribution, bonding can then be discussed 
systematically.
To find the full charge density, the local density of states n(r, E) is integrated from an energy starting 
below the O 2s level, which is taken as a valence state, up to the Fermi energy (Ep). 32 energy points are 
sufficient for the self-consistent charge density calculation, 1 0  non-equivalent k-points are used in the 
irreducible part of the two-dimensional surface Brillouin zone (SBZ) for the c(2 x 2) phase, and 16 non­
equivalent k-points for the (2 V2 x V2 ) R45° phase. The DOS is evaluated at several of these k-points, 
using an energy integration with a small imaginary part of 0 . 0 0 1  a.u. to broaden the peaks.
4.3 Work Function and the Effective Charge
The self-consistent DFT calculations conveniently give good charge densities and work function values. 
In this section we calculate the work function, O, of various phases of O/Cu(001), and investigate its 
variation from structure to structure. The dependence on dcu-o is also calculated. From this variation an 
effective charge, q*, may be defined for the surface atoms.
The work function and its dependence on the Cu-O interlayer spacing is shown in Fig. 4.2 for one 
and two Cu layer calculations of Cu(001)-c(2 x 2)-0  and a bulk-terminated two Cu layer calculation 
for Cu(001)-(2 V2 x V2) R45°-0. Within the embedding technique, the precision of the calculation is 
little affected by the number of layers used in the self-consistent calculation. A quick check of this is 
shown by the small difference in the work-function results of Cu(001)-c(2 x 2 )-0  (Fig. 4.2) for which 
excellent agreement is seen in <X> for the same dcu-o spacing. It is also seen that the work function 
for both O/Cu(001) phases is greater than that found for clean Cu(001) (<J>cu = 5.0 eV is found in a
(4.1)
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Figure 4.2: Work function of Cu(001)-c(2 x 2 )-0  and Cu-(2 V2 x V2) R45°-0 as a function of Cu-O interlayer spacing. The 
dotted line is a one Cu, one O layer calculation, and the dashed line is a two Cu, one O layer calculation for the Cu(OOl)- 
c(2 x 2 )-0  unreconstructed surface. The solid line is a two layer Cu, one O layer calculation for the reconstructed Cu(OOl)- 
(2 V2 x V2) R45°-0 surface with Cu in bulk-terminated positions.
similar embedding calculation, compared with the experimental value of Ocu = 4.59 eV [16]). The work 
function is larger than that of the clean Cu(OOl) surface due to electron transfer from the surface to O. 
The work function for the Woodruff structure is 5.5 eV, in line with the trend for the work function to 
decrease with decreasing d c  u-o-
The excess negative charge found on the O atom is related to the effective charge <7 *. However, the 
effective charge is not a direct measure of the amount of charge on an atom, but describes the dipole 
variation with the atomic displacement, and can be calculated using [1 0 ] 
dO An *
- 7 T  = ~Tqi' <4-2>ozi A
In this equation dO/dn  is the variation of the work function with the perpendicular displacement of an 
atom i, occupying surface area A. From Fig. 4.2 the present calculations show that the effective charge 
on the O atom is -0.3|e| for both surface structures. For details of the proof, see Appendix A. This 
value is in disagreement with Colboum and Inglesfield [10], who obtain an effective charge of -0.9|e| 
for the c(2 x 2) phase at an O-Cu layer spacing of 1.3 a.u. They argue that an effective charge of this 
magnitude would lead to phonon softening, hence a tendency to reconstruct. A large effective charge on 
an atom of type i at a surface can be used to describe possible instabilities by phonon softening. The 
effective charge on the atoms induces local fields when these atoms are displaced by a small amount 
from the surface. If the resultant force on the atoms of type i overcomes the local restoring force from
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the ordinary binding effects then the surface will become unstable. So a large effective charge is able to 
induce surface instabilities. However, their calculation was considerably less accurate than ours, and the 
more accurate value of q*Q = -0.3|e| cannot in itself drive a surface instability.
Other calculations have found similar values for the effective charge of O in the Cu(001)-c(2 x 2)-0  
system to that of the larger value of Colboum and Inglesfield. Bagus and Illas [9] give q*0 = -1.17|e| for 
a CU5 O cluster. Their larger effective charge is probably due to the decreased screening in their cluster 
compared with the semi-infinite metal described by our calculation. Stolbov and Rahman [12] give Af2o> 
the difference between the charge on O in the chemisorbed state and the free atom, as -1.043H using 
a multiple scattering technique [17], for dcu-o = 1.36 a.u. Of course, this is a static charge, and care is 
needed when comparing this with the effective charge. On the one hand AQo depends on a somewhat 
arbitrary assignment of the electron density to each atom, but on the other hand, the effective charge only 
has dynamic significance. It is likely that the physical picture of O/Cu(001) bonding in the system is 
most accurately described by an actual (not effective) charge on the O of about -l\e\, and from this the 
conclusion can be made that care is needed in using the notion of effective charge as a measure of charge 
transfer.
As the value of the effective charge on the O is too small to drive a phonon instability, separate 
explanations are sought for the instability of c(2 x 2) with respect to (2 V2 x V2) R45° as the O coverage 
increases. The study is continued in the following sections by considering the chemical binding in both 
structures. The angular momentum-resolved DOS are used, focusing on O and the nearest-neighbour 
Cu atoms in the two outermost surface layers. Overlapping peaks in the DOS on different atoms may 
correspond to a bonding state between these atoms, and to investigate this further we calculate the local- 
energy valence charge density over a small energy window around such states. Represented as a contour 
map, this will show explicitly the probability density of the electrons over the small energy window. In 
most cases this resolves the angular distribution of the bonding orbitals, and also shows the degree of 
overlap of the electrons for each interacting orbital.
4.4 Electronic Structure of Cu(001)-c(2 x 2 )-0
Shown in Fig. 4.3 are the projected density of states for the c(2 x 2) phase of chemisorbed O on Cu(OOl) 
at f ,  using an imaginary energy of 0.001 a.u. to broaden the peaks. The plotted DOS are for the O atom 
p-orbitals (Op), the p-orbitals (Culp) and the d-orbitals (Culd) for the surface Cu atom, and the d-orbitals 
of the second layer Cu directly below the O atom (Cu2d). Note that for the case of this c(2 x 2) surface 
structure the atoms are labelled differently from that of the reconstructed phase. For this structure, using 
the bulk-terminated Cu atoms and O in its ideal fourfold-hollow site, all the first layer Cu atoms are
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Figure 4.3: Projected density of states for atoms in the c(2 x 2) phase of the O/Cu(001) surface. The DOS are shown for 
dcu-o =1.15 a.u. (solid line) and rfcu-o = 1.5 a.u. (dotted line) for the f-point for Op, Culp, Culd, and Cu2d. For a description 
of the atom labelling see text.
equivalent and are labelled Cul. There are two non-equivalent Cu atoms in the second layer. The Cu 
atom directly beneath the O atoms are labelled Cu2, and the other non-equivalent Cu atom in this layer is 
not discussed in this chapter, and the electronic stmcture is not shown. It is found that the adsorbed O has 
little effect on this Cu atom and its DOS resembles a second layer Cu DOS of a clean surface. The DOS 
is shown for two separate Cu-O interlayer spacings, 1.5 a.u. and 1.15 a.u. Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the 
local-energy valence charge densities of each stmcture, obtained from energy ranges for which prominent 
states are found within the Op DOS of the respective stmcture. These are all evaluated at f . The charge 
densities are vertical cross-sections cutting nearest-neighbour Cu-O-Cu atom centres with O centred on 
zero in the surface parallel direction. To gain perspective of the atomic positions in these contour plots, a 
full self-consistent charge density contour map of Cu(001)-c(2 x 2 )-0  for dcu-o = 1.15 a.u. is given in 
Fig. 4.5a. By comparing the densities of states shown in Fig. 4.3 with the local-energy charge densities
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Figure 4.4: Contour map of valence charge densities of Cu(001)-c(2 x 2 )-0  within energy ranges (a) -6<E(eV)<-5.2, (b) 
-5.5<E(eV)<-4.5, (c) - 1 .5<E(eV)<-1.0, and (d) -0.2<E(eV)<+0.7, on a vertical cut-plane. Energies are relative to the Fermi 
energy E?. The surface parallel direction cuts three nearest-neighbour atoms Cu-O-Cu. Cu-O interlayer spacing is 1.5 a.u. A 
boundary can be seen below z = -4.5 a.u. This is the embedding surface and the charge density below this line (excluding the 
muffin tin cap) is meaningless. Contour spacings are 2.5 x 10-4 a.u. with a maximum cut-off at 0.01 a.u. Inset -  DOS of O atom 
as shown in Fig. 4.3 giving energy range from which local-energy charge density was obtained.
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Figure 4.5: Contour map of Cu(001)-c(2 x 2 )-0  of (a) the total charge density, and the valence charge density within energy 
range (b) -5.9<E(eV)<-5.4, (c) -1.5<E(eV )<-l, and (d) -0.5<E(eV)<+0.5 on a vertical cut-plane. Energy is relative to the 
Fermi energy, EF. The surface parallel direction cuts three nearest-neighbour atoms Cu-O-Cu. C u-0 interlayer spacing is 
1.15 a.u. Contour spacings are 2.5 x 10-4 a.u. with a maximum cut-off at 0.01 a.u. except for (a), for which contour spacings are 
2.5 x 10"4 a.u. with a maximum cut-off at 0.2 a.u. See Fig. 4.4 for a description of the embedding surface and inset diagrams.
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of Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 the energetics of the O p-orbitals and the binding with their nearest neighbour Cu 
atoms can be understood.
The lowest O peak shown in Fig. 4.3 mainly has px/y character, at an energy of -5  eV for dcu-o = 
1.5 a.u. dropping to -5 .4 eV for dcu-o = 1.15 a.u. At the larger spacings the peak has a low energy 
shoulder which becomes absorbed into the main peak for smaller dcu-o- The orbital nature of the peak 
and its shoulder at dcu-o = 1.5 a.u. are clear in Fig. 4.4a and 4.4b. Figure 4.4a suggests that the shoulder 
corresponds to Opz bonding to Culd z2 and Cu2 dz2 , whereas the main peak is Opx/y bonding strongly to 
Culdzx/yz (Fig. 4.4b). At smaller spacings, the single peak has mixed orbital character of Op*, Opr  and 
Opz (Fig. 4.5b).
The next significant O peak below Ep is at -1.1 eV for dcu-o = -1.5 a.u., lowering to -1.3 eV for 
dc u-o = -1.15 a.u. From Fig. 4.4c it is clear that this is mainly Op* and Op^ character with Culd zx/yz, a 
more detailed examination of the charge density reveals that this is in fact a bonding state. Very curiously, 
at the shorter layer spacing the peak has a quite different orbital character, Opz bonding to Culdz2 . This 
shift in orbital character is presumably due to spatial and symmetry considerations.
Finally, the peak straddling Ep corresponds to an antibonding contribution of Opz and Culdz2 . This 
orbital character is the same for both Cu-O interlayer distances. Figure 4.3 shows that this state also 
moves down in energy as dcu-o is decreased giving some antibonding character to the occupied states. 
However, there is very little weight in this peak, and it is unlikely to drive any surface reconstruction.
We deduce that this is an antibonding state from the charge density of the contour maps. The charge 
density associated with this state reaches zero between the interacting atoms, the conclusion being an 
antibonding state. The significance of using a small energy window for the charge contours is to avoid 
contamination of the density stemming from energetically different states. It is convenient that this 
antibonding state is energetically separated from all other states of the interacting pair of atoms, shown 
by the DOS of Fig. 4.3, aiding clarification.
The contour maps of the local-energy valence charge densities (Figs. 4.4 and 4.5) agree with the 
(lm)~decomposed densities of states. Figure 4.6 gives the (Zm)-decomposed DOS for 0(1 = 1, m = 0,|1|), 
Cul(/ = 2, m = 0,111,|2|), and Cu2(/ = 2, m = 0,|1|,|2|) for the c(2 x 2) phase of O/Cu(001) with 
dcu-o = 1.5 a.u. Figure 4.7 gives the same plots but for dcu-o = 1.15 a.u. In the case of dcu-o = 1.5 a.u. 
the (/m)-decomposed DOS (Fig. 4.6a) clearly shows the 0 Pz (/ = l,m = 0) nature of the broad low energy 
peak at -5.2 eV. The 0 Vx/y (I = 1 ,m = |1|) nature of the large peak at -5eV  is also seen. The contour 
maps of Figs. 4.4 and 4.5 show that these two peaks combine with one another with a reduction in energy 
with a movement of O into the surface from dcu-c> = 1-5 a.u. to dcu-o = 1.15 a.u. The coalescence of 
these peaks is seen for (/ = 1, m = 0) and (/ = 1, m = |1|) for dcu-o = 1.15 a.u. (Fig. 4.7), and also shows
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Figure 4.6: (Zm)-decomposed density of states for the c(2 x 2) phase of the O/Cu(001) surface, showing DOS for (a) 0(1 = 
l,m = 0,| 11), (b) Cul(/ = 2,m = 0,|1|,|2|), and (c) Cu2(/ = 2,m = 0,|1|,|2|). Cu-O interlayer spacing is 1.5 a.u.
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Figure 4.7: (/m)-decomposed density of states for the c(2 x 2) phase of the O/Cu(001) surface, showing DOS for (a) 0(1 = 
1 ,m = 0,| 11), (b) Cul(/ = 2,m = 0,|1|,|2|), and (c) Cu2(/ = 2,m = 0,|1|,|2|). Cu-O interlayer spacing is 1.15 a.u.
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Figure 4.8: Projected density of states for atoms in the (2 V2 x V2) R45° phase of the O/Cu(001) surface. The DOS are shown 
for locally reconstructed phase of Woodruff et al. [3] (solid line) and dcu-o = 1.5 a.u. (dotted line) for ideal bulk-terminated 
geometries of Cu using f-point only. DOS shown for Op, Culd, Cu2d, and Cu3d. For a description of the atom labelling see 
text.
their bonding nature to the appropriate Cu atoms adjacent to O, as described previously.
The surprising distance dependence of the orbital nature of the peak at -1 .2  eV for the Op state is 
not clear from the (Zw)-decomposed DOS. Although the peak at this energy for / = 1, m = |1| does not 
transform to a peak at a similar energy for I = 1 , m = 0 for O, from dcu-o = 1-5 a.u. to dcu-o = 1.15 a.u., 
the original peak for dcu-o = 1.5 a.u. does decrease considerably in density on the transition (Figs. 4.6 
and 4.7).
The (/m)-decomposed DOS does show the pz nature of the peak at the Fermi energy for both values 
of dcu-o> as suggested in the contour maps in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5. The antibonding nature of the interacting 
orbitals at these energies cannot be shown however by the density of states, and we must therefore rely 
on the charge densities to make such assumptions.
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4.5 Electronic Structure of Cu(001)-(2 V2 x V2) R45°-0
Having examined some aspects of the chemical bonding at the Cu(001)-c(2 x 2)-0  system, the recon­
structed Cu(001)-(2 V2 x V2 ) R45°-0 phase is now considered, to see how the bonding alters on recon­
struction. Again, the local-energy charge densities, integrated over suitable energy regions, are used to 
study the binding between the chemisorbed O and its nearest-neighbour Cu atoms at the surface.
Figure 4.8 shows the density of states at f  for the Op state, the d-orbitals of the two non-equivalent 
surface Cu atoms, (Culd) and (Cu2d), and the second layer Cu (Cu3d) directly below the O. The 
atoms are labelled as in Fig. 4.1. The DOS for two ( I ' J l x  V2 ) R45° structures are given, that of 
dcu-o = 1.5 a.u. with Cu atoms in bulk-terminated positions, and the structure given by ref. [3], which 
we may assume to be the more realistic stmcture of 0.5 monolayer of O on Cu(001). The reconstmc­
tion with the large Cu-O spacing is given for comparison with the c(2 x 2) phase, as in this model of 
( 2  V2  x V2)R45°, rows of the Cu atoms are removed and the remaining atoms more or less keep their 
unreconstructed positions. The corresponding local-energy valence charge densities are shown in Fig. 
4.9. Due to the anisotropy of the surface a convention must be used to describe the surface parallel direc­
tions. For the purpose of this thesis the jc-direction is taken as the line cutting an O centre and the nearest 
missing Cu site (in Fig. 4.1 this would mean cutting atoms O and Cul and extending to the missing Cu 
site). The y-direction can then be taken as the line parallel to the missing Cu row (or the line Cu2-0-Cu2 
in Fig. 4.1).
A general feature of the results is the large spatial distortions of the O orbitals due to the sym­
metry breaking in the reconstmcted surface. On surface reconstmction to the ( 2  V2 x V2) R45° phase 
there is a large change in the environment of the O atoms. For a similar dcu-o spacing to the unrecon­
structed phase it is expected that large distortions in the O orbitals will result, as a break in symmetry 
is now present along a surface parallel direction in addition to the surface normal. The effect of the 
large symmetry-breaking on the orbitals is shown in Fig. 4.9, showing the local-energy charge density 
at the ( 2  V2 x V2 ) R45° bulk-terminated surface with a Cu-O interlayer spacing of 1.5 a.u. For certain 
energies the charge shows large spatial distortions in the Op electron density, from the usual orthonormal 
lobes -  this is particularly apparent in Figs. 4.9b and 4.9f. One way to reduce this distortion would be 
to bring the O atom down to the plane of the surface Cu atoms. This is precisely what the stmcture of 
Woodruff et al. (Fig. 4.1) achieves. Figure 4.10 shows the local-energy electron density contour maps 
for this stmcture, for prominent peaks found in the DOS of Op in Fig. 4.8.
On inspection of the densities of states in Fig. 4.8 together with the corresponding local-energy 
charge densities of Figs. 4.9 and 4.10, an increased binding effect at the surface is clearly shown on 
moving to the fully reconstmcted surface shown in Fig. 4.1b. Strong interaction effects are seen in the
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Figure 4.9: Contour maps of Cu(001)-(2  VI x VI) R45°-0 showing (a) the total charge density, and the valence charge den­
sity within energy range (b) -4.75 <E(eV)< -4.42, (c) -4.42 <E(eV)< 4.18, (d) -4.18 <E(eV)< -4.0, (e) -4.0 <E(eV)< 
-3.0, and (f) -1.0 <E(eV)< -0.39, on a vertical cut-plane normal to the line of the missing Cu row. The contour plots show 
O centred on zero in the surface parallel direction, a surface layer Cu atom and the second layer Cu atom directly beneath O. 
Cu-O interlayer spacing is 1.5 a.u. Contour spacings are 2.5 x 10"4 a.u. with a maximum cut-off at 0.01 a.u. except for (a), for 
which contour spacings are 2.5 x 10-4 a.u. with a maximum cut-off at 0.2 a.u. See Fig. 4.4 for a description of the embedding 
surface. Inset -  DOS of O atom as shown in Fig. 4.8 giving energy range from which local-energy valence charge density was 
obtained.
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Figure 4.10: Part I. Contour map of Cu(001)-(2 V2x V2 ) R45°-0 of the valence charge density within energy range (a) 
-7.0 <E(eV)< -6.27, and (b) -6.27 <E(eV)< -5.83 using the surface geometry of Woodruff et al. [3]. The contour plots 
show O centred on zero in the surface parallel direction for a vertical cut-plane (i) normal and (ii) parallel to the line of the 
missing Cu rows, and (iii) a surface parallel plane cutting the O centre. See Fig. 4.4 for a description of the embedding surface 
and contour layers. Inset - DOS of O atom as shown in Fig. 4.8 giving energy range from which local-energy valence charge 
density was obtained.
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Figure 4.10: Part II. Contour map of Cu(001)-(2 V2x V2j R45°-0 of the valence charge density within energy range (c) 
-5.83 <E(eV)< 5.3, and (d) -5.3 <E(eV)< -4.5, using the surface geometry of Woodruff et al. [3]. The contour plots show O 
centred on zero in the surface parallel direction for a vertical cut-plane (i) normal and (ii) parallel to the line of the missing Cu 
rows, and (iii) a surface parallel plane cutting the O centre. See Fig. 4.4 for a description of the embedding surface and contour 
layers. Inset - DOS of O atom as shown in Fig. 4.8 giving energy range from which local-energy valence charge density was 
obtained.
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DOS for particular atoms. At the low energy of -7  eV to -4eV  (low in comparison to the energies of 
the O p-states shown for the other surface structures presented) the Op state shows four distinct, sharp 
peaks. A subset of these peaks is present in the DOS of all the nearest-neighbour Cu atoms, which is 
confirmed in Fig. 4.10. There is a large difference in the DOS of the two reconstructed surfaces, and the 
large decrease in energy of the Op state in the Woodruff structure is indicative of additional stability.
The four low-lying peaks in the Op DOS each have a well-defined orbital structure. Beginning 
at the lowest energy peak at E = -6.5 eV, Figs. 4.10a(/) and 4.10a(m) show that this state is Opx 
predominantly binding with C u ld ^ .^ . The DOS also shows bonding for 0-Cu2 atoms, together with 
some 0-Cu3 interaction, but there is little overlap of orbitals at this energy, shown by the local-energy 
charge densities of Fig. 4.10a.
The local-energy charge density of the next two lowest Op states, at energies E = -6.05 eV and E = 
-5.7 eV respectively, gives an explanation for the stability of the local reconstruction of the Woodruff 
stmcture. Structurally, Cu2 and O have both shifted in the jc-direction, but by different amounts, such 
that the Cu2 atoms are further towards the missing Cu row than O. In this case these Cu and O atoms are 
well-positioned to provide an overlap of the Op^ orbital, and one lobe of the dxy orbital of the Cu2 atoms. 
This is clearest in Figs. 4.10b(m) and 4.10c(»7). In addition, for the peak at E = -6.05 eV, the Op^ 
orbital is also bonding to C uld^  in a similar manner, but involving both lobes of Opy and two lobes of 
the C uld^ orbital. In the Woodruff stmcture the O and Cul atom lie more or less in the same horizontal 
plane and this interaction can occur without too much vertical strain.
The charge density of the highest of the four peaks is shown in Fig. 4.10d(/-m)> obtained by integrat­
ing the local density of states over the energy range -5.3 eV to -4.5 eV. Again, strong coupling is seen 
between O and the nearest-neighbour Cu atoms, involving Opz-Cu 3 d;y2_z2/Opz-Cu 3 pz (Figs. 4.10d(i) 
and 4.10d(n)) and orbital overlap Opx-  Cu2 d.t2 _y2 (Fig. 4.10d(m)). This interaction between O and Cu is 
reflected in the DOS of Fig. 4.8, for which peaks are seen at the same energy for this Op state for atoms 
Cul, Cu2, and Cu3.
As was done with the Cu-c(2 x 2)-0  phase, the (lm)~decomposed DOS is plotted for Cu-(2 V2 x 
V2)R45°-0 (Fig. 4.11), showing 0(1 = 1 , m = 0,|1|), Cul, Cu2, and Cu3(Z = 2,m = 0,|1|,|2|). The plots 
again reinforce the conclusion drawn from the contour maps of the local-energy valence charge densities 
(Fig. 4.10): all four of the low energy peaks of O show px/y character, with the highest energy of these 
four peaks also having a 0 Pz contribution. The bonding apparent in the (Zra)-decomposed DOS also gives 
a similar picture to the contour maps, shown by the alignment of peaks at similar energies between O 
and nearest-neighbour Cu atoms. These conclusions also maintain the symmetry requirements between 
bonding orbitals.
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Figure 4.11: Part I. (lm)-decomposed density of states for the (2 V2 x V2)R45° phase of the O/Cu(001) surface, showing DOS 
for (a) 0(1 = 1 ,m = 0,|1|) and (b) Cul(7 = 2,m = 0,|1|,|2|). Surface structure as described by Woodruff et al. [3].
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Figure 4.11: Par? II. (7m)-decomposed density of states for the (2 V2 x V2)R45° phase of the O/Cu(001) surface, showing 
DOS for (c) Cu2(/ = 2,m = 0,| 11,|2|), and (d) Cu3(/ = 2,m = 0,| 11,|2|). Surface structure as described by Woodruff et al. [3].
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Figure 4.12: Projected density of states for atoms in the (2 V2 x V2) R45° phase of the O/Cu(001) surface. The DOS are
shown for the locally reconstructed phase of Woodruff et al. [3]. The DOS is for k =  ^( f , 0). The DOS shown are for Op, 
Culd, Cu2d, and Cu3d. For a description of the atom labelling see text.
Although the results shown in Figs. 4.8-4.11 are calculated at f ,  the bonding described for the 
(2 V2  x V2 ) R45° phase is not limited to zero wavevector. Although slight dispersion of the states occur, 
similar orbital overlap is seen for finite wavevectors, as shown by the DOS in Figs. 4.12-4.14. These 
figures give the DOS for the same atoms and their respective orbitals as in Fig. 4.8 but for k = f  (§, o), 
k = f  (§, 5 ), and k = f  (§* 5 ), respectively, in the irreducible part of the SBZ. Again, four peaks are seen 
for the Op state between - 8 eV and -4eV  -  in Fig. 4.12 the state at - 6 eV contains a shoulder on the 
right hand (higher energy) side. The DOS of the neighbouring Cu atoms also shows the same subset of 
peaks of these four Op states as the DOS at f .
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Figure 4.13: As in Fig. 4.12 but for k = ^ ( | ,  5).
4.6 Conclusions
It is clear from the previous section that for the reconstructed phase, the Woodruff model is more stable 
than the ideal ( 2  V2 x V2 ) R45° structure -  in particular, O- states have a much lower energy than for the 
ideal structure. This is quantified by calculating the centre of gravity of the O DOS, given by 
J Ef6E Nt {E)E
E =
f E*dE Nt (E)
(4.3)
The values of E are given in Table 4.2. The lowering of the centre of gravity shows the increased stability 
in the Woodruff reconstructed surface over the ideal reconstruction. The origin of this reduction in energy 
is the increased interaction between O and nearest-neighbour Cu atoms on reconstruction. Due to the 
missing Cu rows, the O atoms in the ideal reconstructed surface sit at asymmetric hollow sites. This has 
the effect of decreasing the symmetry of the Cu atoms around O, but the movement of O into the surface 
from its equilibrium c(2 x 2) position normal to the surface minimises this asymmetry. As a result, strong 
interactions are allowed between the chemisorbed O and the surface Cu atoms, which results in increased
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Figure 4.14: As in Fig. 4.12 but for k = f  (§, §)•
binding in the Woodruff structure. Because the O is firmly within the surface Cu layer, the bonding of 
the Op state is optimised with little spatial distortion from the free atom spatial orientation. Examples 
of this are shown in Fig. 4.10, where in order of increasing energy, Op* binds with Culd (4.10a(/)), 
Opy with Cu2d (4.10b(n-m), c(ii-iii), d(iii)), and even Opz with Cu2d (4.10c(/)), showing little orbital 
strain on visual inspection. Fig. 4.10 also shows Opz binding to Cu3d, as shown with all other systems 
under investigation. It seems that the O placement in this reconstructed phase has two influencing effects 
on the relative stability of the O/Cu(001) surface. Firstly, the electronic spatial overlap is optimised to 
achieve high symmetry between bonding orbitals, and secondly, the energy of the Op state is lowered, 
presumably as a related effect of the higher symmetry.
The degree of hybridisation between O and Cu depends upon spatial considerations and also energetic 
overlap. Our results, for both (2 V2 x V2) R45° structures show greatest O-Cu hybridisation occurring 
between O and the nearest-neighbour Cu atoms in the surface. In other words, spatial proximity is the 
dominant factor in the O-Cu surface binding. This is in disagreement with Stolbov et al. [13], in whose
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Table 4.2: Centre of gravity (in eV) relative to EF of the DOS of chemisorbed O for 
varying surface structures of the O/Cu(001) system.
dcu-o (a.u.) c( 2  x 2 ) (2V 2x V2 ) R45°
1.5 -3.26t -2.08*
1.15 -4.26* -
0.17 - -4.43*
* Bulk-terminated Cu atoms.
* Structure of Fig. 4.1 with dcu-o representing the minimum Cu-O layer spacing.
results Op bonds more strongly to Cu3d than to Culd or Cu2d. They conclude that spatial proximity 
of orbitals was not enough to explain the results of the DOS, and that energy overlap was dominant in 
determining the bonding between atoms. These authors suggest that the long-range Coulomb interaction 
influences the atomic energy levels, hence energy overlap and the degree of covalent bonding. However, 
their calculation uses a muffin-tin potential [18] which is likely to be less accurate than the full-potential 
method implemented within the embedding technique. Our embedding calculation, in particular, gives 
highly accurate densities of states.
When the centre of gravity calculations of the Woodruff structure are compared with c(2 x 2), it is 
seen that the reconstructed surface is slightly energetically favoured as far as the one-electron energy is 
concerned. The values of the centre of gravity in Table 4.2 are for the f  point only, but are typical for 
the trend seen for a calculation over the full surface Brillouin zone. However, the energy difference of 
0.17 eV on reconstruction seems very small (Jacobsen and Norskpv obtain 0.3 eV [19]), which suggests 
that the change in the one-electron energy is not the whole story in driving the reconstruction. Amongst 
other possible effects, ionic and size effects may be considered, though these are unfortunately difficult 
to interpret from the point of view of densities of states.
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5.1 Surface Structure of Graphene/Ni(lll) 66
It has long been known that a graphitic monolayer (graphene) can be grown spontaneously on transi­
tion metal and transition metal carbide surfaces [1,2]. In particular, on N i(ll 1) the graphite monolayer 
is easily formed on exposure to C2 H4  at 900K [3]. At lower temperatures, carbidic layers are formed. 
The graphene is commensurate with the N i(lll)  surface, having high crystalline quality owing to the 
similar surface lattice parameters, and the carbon adsorption ceases once one monolayer coverage has 
been reached [3]. One of the first studies [4] of the graphitic overlayer was carried out when Rosei et al  
[5] realised that the “coking” occurring during CO hydrogenation on Ni (used as a methanation catalyst) 
when the reaction runs too hot, was actually the graphitic monolayer. While the carbidic form of carbon 
coverage on Ni is active for CO methanation, the graphitic overlayer is not, behaviour characteristic of 
bulk graphite.
The graphene properties are those specifically investigated in this chapter. Being similar to bulk 
graphite, graphene and other graphite based materials are proving to have significant importance in mi­
croelectronic devices [6 ]. Here, we study the bonding of the graphene/Ni(lll) surface using a spin- 
polarised electronic structure calculation. The work function, magnetic moments, and majority-spin 
band structures are investigated.
5.1 Surface Structure of Graphene/Ni(lll)
Recently, structural studies of graphene on a N i(lll) substrate have been carried out, mostly indicating 
that the C atoms adsorb onto the N i(lll)  substrate at the on-top (T) sites and fee hollow (F) sites (Fig. 
5.1) within a 1 x 1 surface structure (geometry I) [3, 4, 7]. Other geometries (geometry II and III) have 
been proposed [8 , 9] (Fig. 5.2), but there is contradicting experimental evidence about these [3, 4].
This chapter will concentrate on geometry I, using the parameters described by Bertoni et al  
[7] who used the Wien2k code to calculate the relaxed surface spin-polarised electronic structure of 
graphene/Ni(l 11). In all studies so far, there has been no reported alteration in the basal symmetry of the 
graphitic overlayer, although buckling of the carbon atoms is seen in some results [4, 7] but not reported
Table 5.1: C-Ni interlayer spacing (averaged over non-equivalent C atoms) and atomic spacing parameters as reported in the 
literature for different structural studies of the graphene/Ni(l 11) surface.__________________________________
Ref. d c - N i  (averaged) ( A ) Reported structure
[4] 2.11 ±0.07 I
[3] 2 . 1  ± 0 . 1 I
[7] 2.216 I
[5] 2 . 8  ± 0.08 III
bulk dc-c (inter-graphene sheets) 3.35 —
bulk d N i - N i 2.032 —
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Figure 5.1: Proposed structure of graphene/Ni(l 11) -  geometry I. (a) Top view, (b) side view. In (b), the top layer are the C 
atoms in the graphene overlayer, subsequent rows are Ni atoms in the 1sl layer (surface), 2nd, and 3rd layers, respectively. The 
C atoms at the fee hollow site (F) are positioned further away from the Ni surface then those in the on-top (T) site. Structural 
parameters obtained from Bertoni [7] et al.
in others [3, 5, 8 , 9]. Keeping with the results of the Wien2k code, the structure of our graphene/Ni(l 11) 
system incorporates the reported buckling, although the differences in distances of the two C atoms with 
the Ni(l 11) surface layer is minimal (C in the T site lies 2.122 A above this Ni layer; C in the F site lies 
2.13 A above the outermost surface Ni layer). Gamo et al. [4], whose results also report the C buckling, 
show the same order of layering between the two C atoms, but again with minimal differences (Adc-Ni 
for the two C atoms is 0.05 A, which is less than the associated positional error of 0.07 A in the surface 
normal direction).
Detailed structural data, as described by ref. [7], is given in Fig. 5.1 and Table 5.1. The nearest- 
neighbour spacing within the graphene overlayer on N i(lll)  is increased relative to the bulk graphite 
value due to the slightly larger spacing of the Ni(l 11) surface. The nearest-neighbour spacing of the C- 
C bulk is 1.42 A [8], whereas the equivalent spacing on N i(lll)  is 1.44 A (= «Ni/ V6; #Ni = 3.52 A ), 
increasing the ideal C-C bond distance by 0 . 0 2  A (« +1.4%). The small difference in spacing between 
the graphite interatomic spacing and the N i(lll) interatomic spacing is the reason why graphene over­
layers can be grown on the N i(lll)  substrate. It is also reported in the literature that graphene can 
be successfully grown on some other metal surfaces and metal carbide substrates: Ni(llO), Ni(100), 
P t(lll), T iC (lll), TaC (lll), and TaC(lOO), with this list by no means conclusive. These results have 
been obtained by LEED [10]—[17], Auger spectroscopy [11]—[17], electron energy loss spectroscopy 
[10, 18], STM [19], and photoemission spectroscopy [11, 12, 20, 21].
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Figure 5.2: Possible structures of graphene/Ni(l 11) -  geometries II and III. (a) Top view, (b) side view.
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Table 5.2: Work function values (eV) of clean Ni(l 11), graphene/Ni(l 11), and /i-BN/Ni(l 11) surfaces. A comparison is made 
between calculated work function values from the surface embedding code, and experimentally obtained results [22, 27].
Work function (eV) obtained from:
Surface Embedding code / eV Ref. [22] Ref. [27]
Ni(l 11) clean (4 layer) 5.5 5.3 5.3
graphene/Ni(l 11) 3.9 3.9 —
h-BN /N i(lll) 3.9 — 3.6
5.2 Results
Work function values of clean Ni(l 11) and graphene/Ni(l 11) surfaces are given in Table 5.2. Also given 
in the table are the work function values for the hexagonal-BN covered Ni(l 11) surface. /i-BN/Ni(l 11) 
adopts a similar hexagonal structure to graphene/Ni(l 11), with N atoms placed at the T site and B atoms 
placed at the F site, and results are given for comparison. Contrary to graphene, a single h-BN sheet does 
not possess any bands which cross the Fermi energy, and is semiconducting. These work function values 
show reasonable agreement with experimentally derived values using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 
[27], and angle-resolved ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (ARUPS) [22].
Magnetic moments obtained from the embedding code for Ni atoms are given in the bar chart in 
Fig. 5.3. The Ni atoms adjacent to the embedding plane are omitted since, during run-time, these muffin 
tin spheres are cut by the embedding plane, and for some reason (not as yet understood) the magnetic 
moments on such spheres are inaccurate. The magnetic moments (Fig. 5.3) are given for clean N i(lll), 
graphene/Ni(l 11), and /i-BN/Ni(ll 1) and are calculated from the difference in the spin electron densities 
integrated over the respective muffin tins. Obviously, the values of Fig. 5.3 depend on the somewhat ar­
bitrary assignment of the muffin tin radius, so direct comparison between muffin tins with differing radii 
are avoided. Also, care must be used when comparing magnetic moments with separately calculated re­
sults, for which the muffin tin radii will almost certainly differ from those taken in this analysis. A muffin 
tin radius of 2.1855 a.u. is taken for Ni atoms and 1.32557 a.u. for C, B, and N atoms. For comparison of 
magnetic moment values, a percentage difference is given from the ideal bulk value (0.593/iB)-
For the clean N i( ll l)  surface, the magnetic moment increases by 20% for atoms in the interface 
layer, compared to the bulk. This rapidly converges to the bulk value within three Ni layers of the 
surface. Similar results have been seen elsewhere [7]. On the other hand, the Ni magnetic moment of the 
graphene/Ni(lll) surface seems greatly reduced from the bulk value (-16.6%). Bertoni et a l [7] find 
a similar result (-16%), with the magnetic moment of the third layer Ni atom suddenly becoming very 
close to the bulk value of 0.593//b- It is expected that a similar situation arises for the embedding code, 
but this will not be known until a further calculation is performed with more Ni layers. /*-BN/Ni(l 11) Ni
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Figure 5.3: Spin magnetic moments of Ni atoms at various surfaces, obtained from the surface embedding code. The right of 
each block of data is the spin magnetic moment of the outermost Ni surface layer. The solid horizontal line is the bulk spin 
magnetic moment. All values are calculated from the difference in the spin density integrated over the Ni muffin tin. Muffin 
tin radius of all Ni atoms is 2.1855a.u. Shown are the Ni atom magnetic moments of clean N i(lll) , graphene/Ni(ll 1) and 
h- BN/Ni(lll).
atoms show a similar reduction in magnetic moment at the surface (7.0% reduction from the bulk value). 
The reduced magnetic moments for these surfaces (graphene and h-BN covered Ni(l 11)) is presumably 
due to electron transfer from the Ni(l 11) surfaces to the overlayers, with different affinities for different 
spin states.
We now move on to the surface band structures and density of states for graphene/Ni(lll). Figure
5.4 shows a collection of results for bulk Ni and the surface graphene/Ni(lll) majority spin electronic 
structures. Of the six plots in Fig. 5.4, 1, 3, and 5 each show the density of states of the surface Ni 
atom and the two non-equivalent C atoms integrated through the respective muffin-tins at f , M and K 
respectively. Plots 2, 4 and 6  show the Ni bulk band structure (solid lines) along fM, MK and Kf 
respectively. The continuous lines show the bands at various values of kz as a function of k//.
The dispersion of the prominent features in the density of states associated with the C atoms is shown 
by the filled circles on plots 2 and 6 , giving the dispersion along the fM  and K f symmetry directions. 
The size of the circles indicates the relative magnitude of the density of states within the C muffin-tins. 
The surface related features can be described as Shockley and image surface states, and also graphene- 
Ni(l 11) interface states.
Starting with f , the small peak in the density of states at 3.7 eV, shown on plot 1 of Fig. 5.4, can 
be described as an image state. This has been observed by experiment [28] on clean N i(lll) and in 
other theoretical calculations [7] of graphene/Ni(lll). Inverse-photoemission spectroscopy [28] puts
+2 0 .0 % -16.6% -7.0%
clean Ni(111) graphene/Ni(111) h-B N/N i(111)
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Figure 5.4: Bulk band structure of Ni (solid lines on plots 2, 4, and 6 ), surface band structure of the graphene monolayer on 
Ni(111) (filled circles on plots 2 and 6 ), and the surface density of states of the C atoms (dashed lines) and surface Ni atoms 
(solid lines) of the graphene/Ni(l 11) surface at certain high symmetry points (plots 1,3, and 5). All quantities are for majority 
spin.
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this image state at 4.55 eV above the Fermi energy. The discrepancy in our energy with experiment is 
presumably due to using the local spin-density approximation (LSDA), which cannot represent the true 
image potential at the surface. Also, the interaction with the graphitic layer will cause a reduction in 
energy of this state. Bertoni et al. [7] observed a reduction of approximately 0.5 eV of this image state 
in the presence of the graphene overlayer.
The single state at 2.2 eV, observed in our DOS at f , can be identified as an interaction state. Figure
5.5 gives the /-decomposed density of states at f  of the two non-equivalent C atoms (/?-states) and the 
top two layers of Ni (^/-states). By comparing these /-decomposed density of states it is apparent that this 
is an interface state of the C atom (F site) mixing with the Ni <i-states. This in fact interacts with all three 
surface layers of Ni used in the calculation, but with decreasing magnitude into the bulk. On moving to 
bound energies, a strong interacting state arises at -4.1 eV within the band gap at f  (plots 1 and 2 of Fig. 
5.4, and Fig. 5.5). This is mainly due to the interaction between the cr band of graphene and the top layer 
Ni </-orbitals.
The greatest interest of Fig. 5.4 is found at the K symmetry point, where there is much interaction 
between Ni(l 11) and the graphene overlayer. This is particularly true within 3 eV below Ep. Three bound 
interface states are formed at -3.0 eV, -2.1 eV and at Ep, and one unoccupied interface state is found at 
+0.25 eV. The two higher energy interface states are due to the splitting of the occupied n and unoccupied 
7t* states at K. Figure 5.6 shows the /-decomposed density of states in a similar manner as in Fig. 5.5 
but for the K point. This plot shows that the interaction of the states at -3 .0  eV and Ep is between Ni 
d-orbitals and the C atom in the F site, and the states at -2.1 eV and +0.25 eV are between Ni d-orbitals 
and the C atom in the T site. The fact that the n band of graphene is still just crossing the Fermi energy 
means that the monolayer of graphite should still be conducting (bulk graphite is a semi-metal because 
of the cross-over of n  and n* states at K at Ep) along the K direction parallel to the graphitic sheet. It 
is also suspected that these states will have importance in electron field emission. In Chapter 8  we will 
present field emission results from Pd and Pt surfaces, and briefly discuss the effect of surface states in 
field emission. A particular reference is given to Ohwaki et al. [30] in which the spatial positioning of a 
surface state on Cu(l 11) is paramount in determining the high value of field emission calculated for this 
surface. Since these three occupied states at K are interacting states between N i(lll)  and the graphene 
layer they will be positioned above the Ni surface and will be prone to electron removal with applied 
external electric fields normal to the surface. This, together with their high density (in particular the state 
on Ep) and their high energy, means that electron transmission may increase for graphene/Ni(ll 1) over 
clean Ni(l 11). However, it may be that field emission from this state will be limited, because of its high 
surface parallel wavevector component. In Chapter 8  we will see that transmission is highly dependent
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Figure 5.5: /-decomposed density of states integrated through the muffin-tins of atoms in the graphene/Ni(l 11) surface at the 
f  point. The top panel is the C atom in the hollow site (p-states), the second panel is the C atom in the on-top site (p-states). 
The third and fourth panels are the Ni DOS (rf-states) of the surface and second row respectively.
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Figure 5.6: /-decomposed density of states integrated through the muffin-tins of atoms in the graphene/Ni( 111) surface at the 
K point. The top panel is the C atom in the hollow site (p-states), the second panel is the C atom in the on-top site (p-states). 
The third and fourth panels are the Ni DOS (^-states) of the surface and second row respectively.
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on surface parallel wavevector, and decreases with increasing parallel component.
5.3 Conclusions
In this chapter the electronic structure of a single overlayer of graphite on a N i(lll)  substrate has been 
investigated. Results were compared to a similar calculation of Bertoni et al. [7] who used the Wien2k 
code in their analysis, and our structural parameters were obtained from their results. Consequently, 
results should be in excellent agreement with these researchers’ results, and this was found to be the 
case.
The graphene/Ni(lll) system is of interest because of the close connection to carbon nanotubes 
on metal substrates. A single-walled carbon nanotube is constructed by rolling a graphene sheet into 
a cylinder [29]. These structures are becoming of increased importance because of their applications 
in microelectronic devices [6 ]. Since graphite is a semi-metal, the carbon nanotube is conducting for 
certain structures and has been found to be an extremely efficient field emitter [31]. From our results, 
we suggest that an interesting scenario may arise with carbon nanotubes on the N i( lll)  substrate. If 
rolled correctly, with the K wavevector directed normal to the surface [32], the interaction (specifically 
the interacting state at Ep) between the C atoms and Ni(l 11) substrate could have significant applications 
in field emission. However, although conductance of C nanotubes has been proven, and their importance 
in field emission has already been established, whether or not the C nanotube/Ni(lll) interaction will 
have any significance on field emission remains to be seen. The question remains though, whether the 
interface states would still exist if the symmetry of the graphene / carbon nanotube were to alter on the 
N i(lll)  surface.
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The study of stepped surfaces, for both characterisation of defects and understanding their useful 
properties such as increased reactivity, has been carried out extensively over the last two to three decades.
to that of low index planes. Experimentally, investigations have used photoemission of adsorbed Xe 
(PAX) [1, 2], scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) [3, 4] and electrochemical techniques [5]. These 
have all helped to explain the relevance of steps on surface effects, such as the reduced work function, 
increased reactivity, and also crystal growth. This has been reproduced by theory within the last decade, 
and although recent calculations have considered more sophisticated ab-initio techniques on stepped 
surfaces, such as the pseudopotential method [6 ], we can still learn much from jellium calculations [7]. 
In the jellium model the atomistic structure is smeared out into a smooth positive background charge 
in which the electrons move self-consistently. Later chapters will involve atomistic models of stepped 
surfaces, but for now we shall concentrate on jellium, giving an account of the work function dependence 
on the step density.
The simplicity of the jellium model of stepped surfaces means that surfaces of low step density are able 
to be modelled (here we calculate surfaces with terrace lengths equivalent to 10 lattice spacings). This is 
in contrast to the LAPW method employed in later chapters (Chapters 7 and 8 ), in which calculations are 
limited to surfaces with terrace lengths of just three lattice spacings. The stepped jellium surface is the 
first stage in calculating the electronic structure at stepped surfaces. The details of solution are described 
in Appendix B.
The jellium model was used in early surface electronic structure calculations [9] as a model of simple 
metals (sp-bonded) such as Al and Na. Rather than dealing with the complex atomistic structure of real 
materials, the jellium model smears out the nuclear charge, forming a constant positive charge density 
of magnitude |n|. The electrons move in the electrostatic potential of the positive background, and the 
Hartree and exchange-correlation potential of the electron density.
At the surface, the background charge density pb stops abruptly at the jellium edge zs-
a flat jellium surface. The more complicated stepped surface structure is given in Appendix B together 
with the computational details of the basis functions and embedding potentials. Within this background 
positive charge density, the electron density is variationally calculated to self-consistency.
This work has mainly been based on vicinal surfaces, in which the surface normal direction is close
6.1 The Jellium Model
(6 .1)
taking z as the positive surface normal distance directed away from the bulk. Equation (6.1) describes
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Figure 6.1: Contour maps of electron density for (a) Al(10,l) and (b) Al(5,l) stepped surfaces. For surface nomenclature, see 
text. Plots are taken over a vertical-cut plane. Contour spacings are 0.0025 a.u. The dashed line in each plot represents the 
jellium edge of the stepped surface.
The calculation uses a plane-wave basis set embedded between the jellium and vacuum embedding 
planes (see Appendix B). The local density approximation to the exchange-correlation functional is used, 
implementing the Ceperley-Alder-Perdew-Zunger parametrisation [11, 12].
6.2 Electron Density
Contour maps of the charge density are shown for Al jellium stepped surfaces in Fig. 6.1. The nomen­
clature used is Al(r,5 ) where t is the length of the surface terrace, given in integral numbers of lattice 
spacings (for Al the lattice spacing a^\ is taken as 3.83 a.u.), and s is the height of the step. The step 
height is nominally taken as one lattice spacing. These figures demonstrate how the electron charge 
smoothes itself over the surface, creating charge dipoles at the step as it does so. This is the well-known
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Figure 6.2: Charge density along a vertical line perpendicular to the Al(10,l) stepped surface, crossing a central position 
in the terrace. The positive background charge is also shown. The unit of length is the Fermi wavelength (= n/k?. where 
kF = (37T1n)1,i). n is the positive background charge density deep within the bulk.
Smoluchowski effect [13]. The abrupt edge of the positive background charge is also represented on 
these diagrams. The main conclusion which can be drawn from these density plots is the local nature 
of the charge smoothing. The electron density transition from the upper to the lower terrace seems to 
be confined to within a few atomic units on either side of the step site. Outside this region, the electron 
density follows the jellium edge precisely and is reminiscent of the charge plots of Lang and Kohn [9] 
from 1970 of flat surfaces. As an example, Fig. 6.2 shows the electron density along a vertical line 
perpendicular to a stepped surface. The line is taken at a central position of the Al(10,l) terrace.
Further interesting aspects of the plots of Fig. 6.1 are the Friedel oscillations. The 2-dimensionality 
of the stepped surfaces gives rise to electron scattering from the abrupt potential change at the jellium 
edge in two directions. The usual Friedel oscillations [9] in the surface normal direction can be seen 
from Fig. 6.2, whereas the extra oscillations resulting from the step edges are apparent in Fig. 6.1. The 
overall effect is the superposition of the Friedel oscillations in the two directions. We note however, that 
the charge oscillations due to the step sites are not as clear as in the earlier work of Ishida [7] et al. This
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is most likely due to convergence considerations, in which a limited number of reciprocal lattice vectors 
were taken in the surface parallel direction in our work, and are therefore unable to resolve the Friedel 
oscillations correctly. (This was preliminary work, and it seemed unnecessary to repeat it.)
6.3 Work Function Reduction
The charge smoothing occurring at the step site has been previously mentioned. The reason that the 
electron density does not sharply follow the background density is that the electron kinetic energy is 
reduced by smoothing the electron density. This Smoluchowski smoothing results in an accumulation 
of negative charge at the step base, and a subsequent net increase in positive charge at the step ledge. 
This creates a charge dipole which is in the opposite direction to that of the normal surface potential due 
to charge spreading across the surface interface. The effect is to decrease the electrostatic potential at 
the surface, thus reducing the work function of the material. Clearly, as the step density increases, the 
number of dipole moments increase, and the work function alters accordingly. This change depends on 
the terrace length and step height.
In the low step density limit, the work function change AO is linear with step density. This is 
shown in Fig. 6.3, which gives the change in the work function AO from the flat surface value, plotted 
against the step density. AO can therefore be associated with the dipole moment p  associated with the 
steps. From the slope of Fig. 6.3, we find the dipole moment associated with each step site (per a^\ 
ledge-length in the y-direction) is -0.046 Debye. This is in reasonable agreement to that obtained by 
Ishida et a l [7], who gives jUai as -0.057 D per unit cell ledge length. However, recent pseudopotential 
calculations by Stumpf et al. [6 ] on atomistic Al surfaces give contradicting results. These authors find 
that the (001) step facets on a Al(l 11) surface give rise to a dipole moment of +0.045 D/step atom -  a 
dipole moment which actually increases the work function. This result is explained by the attraction of 
electrons towards the less coordinated edge atoms, in which case the electron density smoothing does not 
follow the Smoluchowski model. Even though the Smoluchowski effect may not be descriptive of the 
physics at Al steps, according to Stumpf et a l, this is still likely to be an accurate description of the effects 
at more polarisable metals, such as the transition metals. For highly polarisable metals, the screening 
length due to the electronic charge will decrease, and should therefore be more effective compared to the 
sp electrons described by the jellium model. This is in fact a conclusion of the following chapter using 
an LAPW model of stepped surfaces.
Returning to Fig. 6.3, for high step density the reduction in work function becomes less than linear. 
This is because the charge redistribution at the step overlaps with neighbouring sites, and the step dipole 
is modified.
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Figure 6.3: Calculated work function change for Al jellium stepped surfaces as a function of step density.
In conclusion, it has been shown that the jellium model predicts a reduction in work function with 
increasing step density, in accordance with experimental [14, 15] and theoretical [7] results. The linear 
relationship between step density and work function reduction observed in the literature has also been 
reproduced. The linear dependence suggests a localised charge redistribution at the step site. Even 
though separate work has been carried out which discredits the Smoluchowski effect for Al, the results 
of Stumpf et al. [6 ] still show the linear relationship between step density and work function. This means 
that the electronic effects at step sites remain localised.
Literature results of work functions of stepped surfaces provide evidence that the Smoluchowski 
effect is valid for transition metals, confirmed by our results based on Pd and Pt in later chapters. As an 
example, steps on Au(l 11) and Pt(l 11) show dipole moments of -0.25 D and -0 .6 D, respectively [14]. 
These dipole moments lower the work function on increasing step density. A linear relationship is also 
seen for these results, suggesting the charge redistribution is a local effect for these surfaces.
This chapter has introduced the concept of how local aspects of surface physics may influence macro­
scopic properties. In this case, the local charge redistribution found at step sites on the jellium model was
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able to reduce the work function. In the following chapters we shall build on this result and investigate 
the precise effects of the effective potential at the step site, and its influence on surface properties.
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In the previous chapter the surface electronic structure of a stepped jellium surface was calculated. 
The present chapter deals with a more realistic model of stepped surfaces using the embedding technique, 
described in detail in Chapter 2. Using this highly accurate method, the work function and the change in 
the local effective potential and exchange-correlation potential at steps on well-defined Pd and Pt surfaces 
are studied. Subsequently the stepped surfaces are considered in the presence of applied electric fields in 
order to study the effect of steps on the screening charge at the surface.
7.1 Computational Aspects
In this work, the electronic structure of stepped surfaces of Pd and Pt is calculated, involving different 
combinations of (001) and (111) steps and terraces. In particular, the (311) vicinal surface is calculated. 
This is in fact the highest Miller index surface which can be studied with our present computer resources, 
with consideration to accuracy and CPU time. This is because high Miller index surfaces have large 
surface unit cells, and a much reduced interlayer spacing, both of which lead to larger calculations. 
Moreover, the plane along which the embedding potential is calculated intersects many more atoms, and 
this gives a richer structure to the embedding potential. Consequently, a larger plane wave basis is needed 
to represent the embedding potential accurately. Therefore, vicinal surfaces with lower step density than 
(311) are modelled by low index surfaces on which we put one-dimensional islands (hetero-islands). This 
was discussed extensively in Chapter 3.2, and is illustrated in Fig. 3.6. These structures involve a surface 
unit cell 6  times larger than the low Miller index counterparts of (001) or (111), and hence are termed 
6x(001) and 6 x ( l l l) ,  respectively. The bulk lattice parameters of Pd (7.35 a.u.) and Pt (7.41 a.u.), taken 
from experiment [1 ], are used throughout this thesis.
In this calculation, we treat explicitly a region extending approximately 12 a.u. beyond the outermost 
surface plane of atoms, into the vacuum. At this point, it is embedded onto the flat vacuum potential 
using the embedding potential of equation (2.74). The self-consistent potential in the surface region 
enables us to study the surface potential variation and the work function, within the LDA exchange- 
correlation approximation. An external electric field can also be applied by putting a plane of charge fl­
at the vacuum embedding plane, which gives an electric field perpendicular to the surface of F = -4ncr 
(our convention is that positive charge at the vacuum embedding plane gives negative F). The embedding 
method is ideally suited for treating the screening of external electric fields: the surface is joined onto the 
semi-infinite substrate, with the Fermi energy of the bulk determining the charge density, and the number 
of electrons at the surface has the freedom to vary to reach perfect screening.
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Figure 7.1: Linear-averaged valence electron density of a three layer Pd(311) vicinal surface. The (001) and (111) planes are 
shown on the map. Contour spacings are 5x 10~3 a.u. with a charge cut-off on the atoms of 0.1 a.u.
7.2 The Work Function O
One of the most obvious effects of steps on surface properties is a change in the work function as we saw 
in Chapter 6  for the jellium surface. Figure 7.1 gives the results for the charge density at the Pd(311) 
surface, showing how the charge contours flatten out in comparison with the local surface plane of atoms. 
This smoothing has the effect of reducing the work function O compared with the (001) and (111) facets 
of which the (311) surface is comprised. The values for the work functions of these three surfaces are 
given in Table 7.1, and show that the work function reduction is significant. Separate pseudopotential 
calculations on different surfaces of W have shown similar results [2]. Table 7.1 also presents work 
functions for the 6  x (111) and 6  x (001) hetero-island stepped surfaces, and similarly for Pt. Again the 
trend of decreasing work function with the introduction of steps is apparent. We saw in Chapter 6  that 
the work function was no longer linear with step density for the Al(2,l) stepped surface, and a similar 
relationship is shown here for Pd(311). Although the 6  x (111) and 6  x (001) stepped surfaces of Pd 
have a lower step density than the Pd(311) surface, they show a larger reduction in work function. This 
is presumably because the facets of Pd(311) are too narrow for Smoluchowski smoothing to have its full 
effect. For the Pt structures, although a decrease in the work function is seen for the 6  x (001) stepped 
surface, the reduction is rather small (0.14 eV below the (001) surface). However, this reduction is in 
reasonably good agreement with the results of Besocke et al. [3], who obtain a 0.2 eV reduction for 
similar Pt surfaces.
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Table 7.1: Work function values (eV) of various surfaces of Pd and Pt. Values are obtained from the 
self-consistent embedding calculation.
Structure Pd<D(eV) PtO(eV)
( 1 1 1 ) 5.86 6 . 0 1
(0 0 1 ) 5.80 6.07
(311) 5.64 —
6 x ( l l l ) t 5.53 —
6 x(0 0 1 )f 5.50 5.93
 ^ The island structure representation of the stepped surface. All other structures are vicinal.
The results of Table 7.1 give, as expected, a slightly greater work function for the close-packed 
P d (lll)  than the more open Pd(OOl) surface. However, literature results for these work function val­
ues are contradictory. Inverse-photoemission experiments give O for Pd(OOl) as 5.80 eV [4] and sepa­
rate two-photon photoemission experiments give the work function as 5.55 eV [5] and 5.44 eV [6 ] for 
P d(lll). However, the embedding results for the work functions are similar to the values obtained by 
Heinrichsmeier et al. [7] in a slab calculation using a local density approximation for the exchange- 
correlation potential Vxc. These workers obtained 5.75 eV and 5.68 eV, for Pd(l 11) and Pd(001) respec­
tively, with the difference in the work function being very close to the difference found in Table 7.1. 
Heinrichsmeier et al. also calculated the Pd(001) and P d (lll)  work function values using a non-local 
exchange-correlation potential. Although the values obtained using non-local exchange-correlation were 
considerably higher (by about 0.4 eV) than those found for the local exchange-correlation potential, the 
difference in the work function still remains as 0.07 eV.
The work function values of Pt however, are a little surprising. It is evident that the more open Pt(001) 
work function is slightly higher than that found for the P t( lll)  surface, contradicting that measured 
experimentally: Wandelt et a l find O = 5.85 eV for Pt(001) [8 , 9] (though this decreases to 5.75 eV for 
the more stable hex-rot surface) using a Kelvin probe [10]; Lehmann et al. obtain <X> for Pt(l 11) = 5.97 eV
[11] (remarkably close to the value obtained via embedding) using a photoemission technique. However, 
caution should be used when comparing with the experimentally obtained value for Pt(001), since the 
structure of Wandelt et al. [8 , 9] involves hydrogen adsorption. It may also be the case that local phases 
of the hex-rot structure were present in this investigation; clean Pt(001) reconstructs readily to the hex-rot
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Table 7.2: Work functions values (eV) of (111) and (001) faces of Pd for different numbers of layers within the surface region.
Pd surface structure 1 layer 2  layer 3 layer
( 1 1 1 ) 5.76 5.86 5.86
(0 0 1 ) 5.72 5.80 5.82
structure. However, the Pt(001) surface can be prepared from H adsorption of hex-rot Pt(001), as used 
by Wandelt et al. in his investigations, but this exhibits a low degree of perfection [8 , 9]. For elucidation, 
the hex-rot reconstruction of Pt(001) involves a re-organisation of the surface layer of Pt atoms, forming 
a hexagonal structure. The driving force for this reconstmction is mainly considered to be due to the 
increased coordination of the surface atoms.
The values for the work function given in Table 7.1 for the close-packed surfaces are converged 
with respect to the number of layers treated self-consistently in the surface region. This is apparent 
from Table 7.2, which shows the values of <X> for Pd(001) and P d (lll)  for different numbers of layers. 
From this table we see that convergence is essentially achieved in a two-layer calculation. Even the one- 
layer calculation is accurate to about 0.1 eV, with differences given very accurately. This property of the 
rapidly converging O is due to the high screening ability of metals. The perturbation of the potential due 
to the surface is quickly screened by the high electron density, and within two or three layers the potential 
becomes bulk-like. In the case of the hetero-island structures, the layer number in the surface region is 
limited by computational considerations, and as such the structures comprise a single layer calculation 
with a hetero-island adlayer. This means that for part of the surface the effective number of layers is 
limited to one. From the work function convergence shown in Table 7.2 it is therefore expected that a 
maximum error of 0.1 eV would occur in the effective potential above the one-layer region of the surface, 
and an error of at most 0.1 eV in the work functions given in Table 7.1 for the adatom structures.
7.3 The Local Work Function
The work function values discussed so far are defined as the energy required to remove an electron from 
the Fermi energy of the metal to just outside the surface. The term “just outside” refers to where the 
effective potential becomes flat. In practice, we take this value from the Hartree potential at the vacuum 
embedding plane. However, for many purposes it is useful to define a local work function Oioc at some 
point r fairly close to the surface, as
®ioc(x) = Veff(x )-E ? . (7.1)
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Veffix) is the effective potential. This local work function varies over the surface, depending on the local 
coverage of adsorbates, or proximity to defects like surface steps -  the topic of this section. <X>ioc can be 
probed experimentally using photoemission of adsorbed Xe (PAX) [12, 13], two-photon photoemission 
spectroscopy [14], or with the scanning tunnelling microscope (STM) [15]. PAX and STM measurements 
have shown that Oioc is reduced at monatomic step sites by as much as 1.9eV on C u(lll) [15], 1.3eV 
on Ru(OOl) [16], and 0.9eV on A u(lll) [15], presumably due to the Smoluchowski electron smoothing 
effect. This can have important consequences for surface reactivity: the local potential barrier to electron 
removal from the substrate is reduced at this site, promoting reactivity [17]. In this section, we describe 
our calculation of the variation of <X>ioc (r) over the surfaces of monatomically stepped Pd surfaces. The 
effective potential Veff(X) used in (7.1) is found from the solution of the Poisson equation using the self- 
consistent charge density over the whole space of the surface unit cell, including the top few layers of the 
substrate and extending approximately 12 a.u. into the vacuum, as described in section 7.1. For the most 
part, the remainder of this chapter deals with Pd stepped surfaces, owing to the closely similar trends 
between Pd and Pt.
To investigate the local work function an average of Veff (r) is taken along a line parallel to the step 
face to give a function of x, the coordinate parallel to the surface, and z, the perpendicular coordinate:
where ay is the side of the surface unit cell in the y-direction. Figure 7.2 shows the effective potential 
at our hetero-island structures, mimicking 3(001)x(lll), 3(lll)x(001), and 3 ( l l l ) x ( l l l )  stepped Pd 
surfaces (using microfacet notation [18]), in both step density and step geometry. The different curves 
show Veff (x, z) as a function of z for different values of jc. It is noted that the z-origin for each curve 
corresponds to the local surface atomic plane, as indicated in the figure. In each of these plots (Fig. 
7.2a-c) at least one curve clearly shows a reduced local effective potential within the range z = 3-12 a.u. 
above the local plane of surface atoms. This local reduction in the effective potential is found on the 
lower terrace, in close proximity to the step and is presumably a result of the Smoluchowski smoothing 
of the charge density.
There are two possible contributions to this reduction in the local work function in the region sur­
rounding the step base. The first is best explained using a jellium model: the smoothing effect of the 
electron density causes a charge dipole at the step site, with the appearance of a more positive charge 
at the top of the step, and a more negative charge close to the step base. This step dipole has a surface 
normal component opposite in direction to the usual charge spreading at the metal surface caused by the 
spill-over of the electron cloud into the vacuum [19], and as a result will reduce the effective potential 
at the step site. The second contribution to the reduced local work function is due to an increase in the
(7.2)
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Figure 7.2: Total potential Veg (x ,z ) surrounding the hetero-island equivalent (a) 3(001)x(111), (b) 3 ( l l l ) x ( l l l ) ,  and (c) 
3(11 l)x(001) stepped surfaces. The z-direction is normal to the terrace plane for each surface and zeroed on the local surface 
plane (indicated by the x, inset). The effective potential Veg{r) is measured relative to EF. Inset, vertical planes of the stepped 
surface perpendicular to the step, showing the projection of the muffin tins onto the plane. Letters A-G signify different planes 
over which Veg(x, z) is plotted.
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exchange-correlation effects due to the increased electron density at the step base. The result is to reduce 
the effective potential at the step base.
To distinguish between the dipole and the exchange-correlation effects, the exchange-correlation 
potential Vxc (x, z) is plotted in Fig. 7.3, in the same form as Fig. 7.2. Almost the same reduction in 
the potential is seen near the step base, indicating that the major cause of the reduction in the local 
work function is indeed the exchange-correlation effect. This is not to say that the dipole effects are 
unimportant, but rather that the change in the local work function, which is only defined within the 
immediate vicinity of the surface, is almost entirely dependent on the change in exchange-correlation 
potential. The dipole effects resulting from the charge smoothing are of course important in determining 
the reduction of the actual work function O for stepped surfaces -  the exchange-correlation effect is 
local and gives no long-range contribution to the potential. These results go against the conventional 
wisdom concerning the local work function, in particular the dipole moment argument frequently used 
to interpret experimental results on stepped surfaces. However, they do not contradict the literature 
([3,20, 21,22, 23] to name but a few) pertaining to the actual work function, which explains the reduction 
of the metal work function in terms of dipole moments associated with edge atoms.
The variation of the local work function parallel to the surface is given in Fig. 7.4, which shows how 
$>ioc (x, z) changes along a path at a constant distance of 6  a.u. from the local surface plane of atoms. The 
surface parallel direction, perpendicular to the steps, is taken relative to the centre of the upper step atom 
and the local work function difference is relative to the central atom on the upper terrace of our stepped 
structures. The results clearly show the valley of the local work function which resides adjacent to the 
step on the lower terrace. This reduction in <X>/oc (x, z) is found for Pd to be typically 0.4 eV. Pt stepped 
surfaces give a similar reduction, with A0/oc = -0.6 eV at its deepest point for Pt6  x (001).
The curves of Fig. 7.4 show that the effect of the step perturbation is limited to within one or two 
terrace unit cells from the step site, affecting the lower terrace atoms, and to a lesser extent the upper step 
atom. This is in contrast to scanning tunnelling microscopy results of Au-Au and Cu-Cu monatomic 
steps by Jia et al. [15], whose results suggest that the effect of the step perturbation extends by as much 
as 6.5 A and 1 0  A , respectively. Avouris et al. [24] found similar ranges for the perturbed region for step 
defects on A u(lll)  and A g (lll)  using STM techniques. These are much larger than the results shown 
in Fig. 7.4, in which the valley has a width of about 2  a.u., or 1 A . The reason for the discrepancy seems 
likely to be that in STM experiments, the electric field present between tip and surface is greatly perturbed 
by the step, as we shall see in section 7.5. However, PAX experiments [25] suggest a smaller range for 
the reduction in surface potential than is found in STM. These experiments show that the reduced local 
work function is limited to within one Xe atom diameter on the lower terrace, adjacent to the step atom
(a
.u
.)
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Figure 7.3: The same as in Fig. 7.2 but for the exchange-correlation potential V^  (x, z).
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Figure 7.4: The change in the local work function along one-half surface unit cell of the hetero-island equivalent of Pd 3(001 )x 
(111) (—), 3(11 l)x(001) (— ) and 3(11 l )x ( l  11) ( .. .)  stepped surfaces, relative to the upper central terrace atom. Values of 
Veg(x, z) are taken at 6 a.u. above the local plane of surface atoms. Inset, contour plot of the effective potential Veg  (x, z) for the 
6 x(001) stepped surface used as an example to indicate the line at which the potential is taken (—).
-  a distance of the order of 4.5 A [1 2 ].
We have stated that the reduction in d>/oc (jc, z) using the present embedding technique is 0.4 eV for Pd. 
However, this value depends upon the position of the probing line along the surface. So far, this probing 
line has been taken at a value of 6  a.u. above the local surface plane of atoms. This is similar in position 
to that which is probed experimentally using PAX. The Xe-metal interatomic spacing is typically 6  a.u.
[12], with Xe-Ag having a spacing of 6.7 a.u. [26]. Our results show that all the stepped surface stmctures 
have a similar maximum depth of A®ioc ~ 0.4 eV, but the positioning of the line above the step, from 
which the Veff(x ,z) values are taken at 6  a.u., is somewhat arbitrary. This will affect both the width and 
the depth of the local work function valley. At a distance of 5 a.u. from the local surface plane of atoms, 
a similar AO/oc curve is found, but giving a <Dioc reduction of about 0.6 eV for Pd, and 0.9 eV for Pt, at 
the deepest point of the curves. The results are in better agreement with the PAX experiments [27] than 
the 6  a.u. results, which give AO/or for Ru(001) as 0.9 eV [16].
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7.4 Applied Electric Fields and Screening Effects at Flat Surfaces
We now turn our attention towards Pd surfaces in the presence of applied electric fields. This is relevant 
to the electrode surface in the electrochemical cell, in which the large field across the Helmholtz double 
layer is typically of the order of 1VA-1. As we described in Sec. 7.1, the field is induced by placing a 
charge cr [28, 29] at the vacuum embedding plane. The application of this external electric field results 
in a screening charge positioned just above the surface plane of atoms [30, 31, 32] equal in magnitude to 
the inducing charge cr but opposite in sign, ensuring that no field can penetrate the metal.
We shall first consider the screening charge density p£ r(r), the change in the 3-dimensional charge 
due to the externally applied electric field,
Pscr(r ) = Pa(X) ~ PV )- (7.3)
Pscr(r ) ls then averaged over the y-direction (for stepped surfaces, this is parallel to the step face and 
surface) to obtain p^a {x,z), in the same way that we average the potential in (7.2). Figures 7.5a and 7.5b 
show the screening charge density p^cr{x,z) averaged in this way on the P d (lll)  and Pd(001) surfaces, 
with an electric field of 0.65 VA-1, and we see clearly that the screening charge is positioned mostly on 
top of the surface atom. For the (111) surface this is brought out more clearly by plotting the screening 
density on a single y-plane centred on the surface atom (Fig. 7.6). The solid lines at about 2.7 a.u. above 
the surface atom planes (Fig. 7.5-7.6 ) are the centres of gravity of the screening charge: 
f  zp£r(x,z)dz
Z?cr(x) =  • (7-4)f  P sc t(* >  z) dz
The image plane Zim is then given as
Zim = — I Z?cr (x)dx. (7.5)
axJax
where ax is a distance spanning the surface unit cell in the x-direction. Zim is the distance from which the 
asymptotic image potential is measured [33] and is equivalent to the electrostatic surface. This image 
plane is field dependent and is the averaged surface normal centre of gravity of the change in the electron 
density when the external electric field is applied.
The image plane for a metal surface depends on the surface structure as well as the strength of the 
applied field F. The upper panel of Fig. 7.7 shows the variation of z,m as a function of applied external 
electric field for P d (lll)  and Pd(001). The image plane is measured relative to the outermost surface 
plane of atoms for each face. We see that zun lies further outside the metal for the (001) surface than 
for the (111) surface. A general trend is also seen for the image plane to move into the surface with an 
increasing positive applied field. The anomalous value in Fig. 7.7 for the image plane for the P d (lll)
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Figure 7.5: Screening charge density p£r(x, z) of (a) Pd( 111) and (b) Pd(001) surfaces in an externally applied positive electric 
field (F = 0.65 vA _1, cr = -1  x 10_3a.u.). Solid contour lines represent positive screening charge, dashed contour lines 
represent negative screening charge. Contour spacings are 5x10-5 a.u. The dot-dashed circles represent the muffin tin boundaries 
mapped onto a plane. The origin in the surface normal direction is the bulk-side embedding plane.
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Figure 7.6: Screening charge density of Pd( 111) produced by an inducing field F = 0.65 VA-1 (cr 
this plot shows p*r(r) on a single y-plane, cutting the centres of the surface Pd atoms.
surface at F = 0.065 A- 1  (cr = -l.O x 1 0 - 4 a.u.) is most likely due to numerical inaccuracies resulting 
from the low value of screening charge at the surface. For this low screening charge density, the total 
charge in the surface region alters by an amount comparable in magnitude to the error in the total charge 
imbalance in this region.
The variation in screening charge with field, which results in the variation in Zim shown in Fig. 7.7, is 
due to non-linear screening [34], in which an increasing positive field pushes the charge into the surface. 
We calculate the gradient
from a linear fit to the results shown in Fig. 7.7 -  we assume that Zim varies linearly over the range of 
field strengths taken in Fig. 7.7 and that the deviations from linearity are due to numerical inaccuracies. 
We find that £ = 6.9 a.u. for Pd(001) compared with £ = 3.3 a.u. for Pd(l 11), suggesting that the electron 
density on the close-packed Pd(l 11) is “stiffer” than on the more open Pd(001) surface. We would expect 
the electrons to be stiffer on surfaces with a high work function, and as we have already seen, Pd( 111) has 
a slightly higher work function than Pd(001). However, the difference in work function is only 0.06 eV, 
and this suggests that other electronic structure effects are at work, binding the electrons more tightly on
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Figure 7.7: (Upper panel) Image plane position z,m as a function of the applied external electric field for Pd( 111) and Pd(001). 
(Lower panel) Planar averaged effective potential at 5 a.u. from the outermost surface plane of atoms for Pd( 111) and Pd(001) 
surfaces.
Pd(l 11). From the results of Aers and Inglesfield [35], £ is found to be 8 . 8  a.u. for Ag(001), considerably 
larger than on Pd(001), and this does correlate with the work function variation: <X> for Ag(001) is 4.9 eV, 
compared with 5.8 eV for Pd(001). The stiffness is also connected with the value of Zim in the limit of 
zero field, where it is found that Zim follows the order for the different surfaces as: Ag(001), 2.9 a.u.; 
Pd(001), 2.83 a.u.; and Pd(l 11), 2.72 a.u., relative to the nuclear centres of the outermost surface plane.
The variation in Zim leads to changes in the capacitance of the surface, since zim gives the electrostatic 
surface [33, 34] from which the distance between capacitance plates is measured. The concept of capac­
itance appears useful in electrochemistry [36, 37, 38]. We calculate the potential at a distance z above 
the surface, beyond the screening charge (here we take 5 a.u. above the surface plane of atoms), and with 
this we calculate the surface capacitance per unit area in the zero field limit: 
dcr
C{z) = j r r - 7  ,d  Vscr\Z)
cr is now the screening charge on the surface ( - lx th e  field-inducing external charge), and Vscr(z) is 
the planar averaged effective potential resulting from the screening charge probed at a distance z above 
the plane of surface atoms. Integrating Poisson’s equation twice we can obtain an expression for the
(7.7)
cr=0
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capacitance of the surface in the zero field limit, given as
C(z) = J - { z -  Z i m ( o - ) } " 1 . (7.8)4 n
The effective potential outside the surface in the presence of an applied electric field can now be expressed 
in terms of the image plane [33] by combining (7.7) and (7.8). As z/m is a function of the field strength, in 
principle we should take the value for C in the limit of zero field, though in practice we make a linear fit 
to the results shown in the lower panel of Fig. 7.7. For Pd we obtain a capacitance of (3.3±0.1)x 10- 2  a.u. 
(5.6 ± 0.2//Fcm~2) and (3.60 ± 0.03) x 10- 2 a.u. (6.0 ± 0.05//Fcm-2) for (111) and (001) respectively, 
using (7.7) and z = 5 a.u. This means that for a given applied voltage across parallel plates consisting of 
Pd(001) surfaces and P d (lll)  surfaces, the effective surfaces, i.e. the image planes, are closer together 
for Pd(001) than for the (111) case. So for a given bias across the capacitor the more open (001) surface 
has a larger screening charge compared with the (111) surface. It seems then, that screening of an external 
field is more effective on the (0 0 1 ) surface.
Here we should point out that it is only for z close to the surface that the difference in capacitance 
between the (111) and (001) surfaces is apparent. However, this may be measurable in scanning probe 
measurements, and further studies of the variation of Zim with surface structure would be interesting.
7.5 Applied Electric Fields and Screening Effects at Stepped Surfaces
We now turn our attention to stepped surfaces in the presence of applied electric fields. Figures 7.8 and 
7.9 show the screening charge density p ^ (x ,z )  for different Pd surfaces: (311) and the 3(001)x(111) 
equivalent hetero-island structure, respectively. p ^ T(x, z) is seen to accumulate primarily on top of the 
step atom in all cases. This is not surprising since, at the step edge, a more intense electric field is present 
due to edge effects [39].
Interestingly, the screening charge density of Fig. 7.9 shows a large difference in magnitude between 
the central positions of the lower and upper terraces. In Fig. 7.9, these positions lie on the extreme left and 
right of the contour map, respectively. This must be a feature of the hetero-island structure, as on a truly 
vicinal surface every terrace is equivalent. We suggest that our results accurately describe the electronic 
structure in the step region, although the fact that the screening density at the two different terrace sites 
(Fig. 7.9) differ so much suggests limitations of the hetero-island structure as an approximation to vicinal 
stepped surfaces in the presence of applied electric fields.
The electric field is greatly influenced by the steps, as we see from Figs. 7.10-7.11. These figures 
show the vector gradient of the averaged potential Veff(x,z) -  the electric field (x -  1 ) averaged along 
the line perpendicular to the plot. Note that in all these figures the field is set equal to zero when the
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Figure 7.8: Li near-averaged screening density of the Pd(311) vicinal surface in an externally applied positive electric field 
(F = 0.07 VA-1). Solid contour lines represent positive screening charge, dashed contour lines represent negative screening 
charge. Contour spacings are lx lO -5 a.u. The dot-dashed circles represent the muffin tin boundaries mapped onto a plane. The 
origin in the surface normal direction is the embedding plane.
potential is below a certain limit. Figure 7.10 is the electric field for the hetero-island equivalent to the 
3(001)x(lll) surface, with zero externally applied field, superimposed onto the surface charge density. 
Figures 7.1 la and 7.1 lb are for the same surface as Fig. 7.10 but in an external field of 0.97 VA-1. These 
show the change in the electric field at the surface due to the applied external field. The fields of both 
Fig. 7.11a and Fig. 7.11b are superimposed on to the corresponding screening charge. These figures 
show very clearly the way that screening is dominated by the edge atom, and it is at this atom where the 
electric field is largest. Similar effects of the screening charge build-up at prominences on the surface 
have been found by Lozovoi and Alavi [40].
We also see that an applied electric field influences the surface lateral field near to the step. With 
zero field (Fig. 7.10) there is already a significant component of the inherent electric field parallel to the 
surface. Wandelt etal. discussed this in connection with the increased surface reactivity of CO molecules 
on various transition metal stepped surfaces [25, 27, 41]: it was suggested that Stark splitting accounted 
for an increase in the occupation of an antibonding state, causing instability in the C-O bond. With an 
externally applied field, the increase in the surface-parallel field strength, shown in Fig. 7.11b, is not as 
large as the change in the surface-normal field, but nevertheless it is significant. This will have important 
consequences for chemisorption near steps in the electrochemical cell, and may affect atomic relaxation 
near steps. Moreover, the electric field between tip and surface in STM experiments will influence the
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Figure 7.9: Linear-averaged screening density of a Pd hetero-island stepped surface (equivalent to the 3(001)x(l 11) surface) 
in an externally applied positive electric field of (a) F = 0.19VA-1 (cr = -3  x 10-4 a.u.), and (b) F = 0.97 VA-1 (cr = 
-1.5 x 10~3 a.u.). Solid contour lines represent positive screening charge, dashed contour lines represent negative screening 
charge. Contour spacings are (a) 3x 10-5 a.u and (b) 15x 10-5 a.u. The dot-dashed circles represent the muffin tin boundaries 
mapped onto the plane. The origin in the surface normal direction is the embedding plane. The surface parallel origin is centred 
on the upper step atom.
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Figure 7.10: Vector field plot of the electric field superimposed onto the screening charge density at the hetero-island equivalent 
3(001)x(l 11) surface. No external field is applied. The charge density has contour spacings of 2.5x 10-3 a.u. and a cut-off on 
the atoms of 0.1 a.u.
surface lateral field near the step edge, and may account for the increase in width over which the surface 
potential is found to be modified in the experiments [15, 24].
7.6 Conclusions
Steps on surfaces are an inherent defect on any surface in nature. These defects, together with kinks and 
vacancies, can have a marked effect on surface properties. Theoretical and experimental results show how 
the local attributes of well-defined stepped surfaces differ over the step and terrace sites [15, 42, 43, 44]. 
Recent electrochemical results have shown local variations in the induced screening charge and the site- 
specificity of adsorption. Furthermore, theoretical studies have shown how the charge smoothing due to 
the Smoluchowski effect [20] can give rise to a reduction in the work function at the step defect [21]. In 
fact, it is this charge redistribution at the step site, with a flow of electron density from the upper step 
edge to the step base, which is the main influence governing the differing properties between step and 
terrace. The dipole set up from this charge flow is opposite in direction to that of the normal surface 
potential, and consequently reduces the work function.
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Figure 7.11: Vector field plot of the change in the electric field between the hetero-island equivalent 3(001)x(l 11) surface due 
to an externally applied field. The field plot is superimposed on to the screening charge density for the same surface with the 
same external field as in Fig. 7.9. The external field strength is F=0.97 vA -1 (cr = -1 .5 x l0 -3 a.u.). The dot-dashed circles are 
the projection of the muffin tins onto the vertical cut-plane. Plot (a) shows the full field difference, whereas plot (b) shows only 
the surface parallel component to the field difference, to a different scale.
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Figure 7.12: Density of states of separate surface atoms of (a) Pt6 x (001) and (b)Pd(311) stepped surfaces. The solid line 
represents the upper step atoms, and the dashed line the lower step atom, for the respective surfaces.
In our investigation, a study has been carried out on the variation of work function and the screening 
of electric fields on stepped Pd surfaces. In the presence of surface steps we found a work function reduc­
tion, in agreement with the prediction of the Smoluchowski effect [20]. As this involves the asymptotic 
potential at large distances into the vacuum, it must be due to the electrostatics of surface steps. However, 
a reduction was also found to occur in the local work function close to surface steps. The work demon­
strated that this is dominated at short range by exchange-correlation effects, rather than electrostatics. 
This reduction in local work function is presumably connected with the changes in energy probed by 
PAX experiments [12, 13].
The presence of defect sites, such as steps, has relevance to surface adsorption and reactivity. This 
is not only due to the higher coordination of adsorbates at step edges [45], but also the reduction of the 
local potential, which we find. The local potential properties of the step can cause increased binding of 
surface adsorbates [14] and increased reactivity via Stark effects [27, 41], together with the reduction in 
the potential barrier for electron removal. Further analysis of the electronic structure of stepped surfaces 
suggests the possibility of increased reactivity via increased DOS at energies close to Ep. Comparing the 
density of states integrated over the muffin-tins along a particular surface, it is apparent that the DOS near
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Ep is greater at step sites, and moreover the centre of gravity of the DOS is always higher at these sites. 
Figure 7.12 shows the f  density of states for the upper and lower step atoms for the Pd(311) surface, 
and similarly for the Pd6 x (001) stepped surface. The higher centres of gravity are obvious from the 
increased density of the higher energy peaks for the step atoms. We also see that the density of states 
at Ep is greater at the step atom, suggesting the possibility of greater surface reactivity via electronic 
interaction with the upper step site [46].
The results of the screening of electric fields at Pd stepped surfaces show a remarkable site specificity 
of screening density along the surface. The higher density resides on top of the step atom in order 
to screen the effects of the edge fields created at the step site. This will presumably influence field- 
adsorption sites, favourable for ionic adsorption, and the increased laterally-induced electric field will 
increase the Stark effect at the step base. But the precise influence on ionic adsorption and increased 
reactivity at defect sites still remains to be calculated.
The majority of the results in this chapter are based on geometric effects at the surface, rather than 
chemical effects. That is, the geometry of step defects remains the major contributing factor to the change 
in surface properties, such as the work function. It is suggested therefore that the results presented in 
this chapter would carry over to other transition metal surfaces. We should note, however, that both 
Pd and Pt have partially filled d-shells, whereas the d-shells in the noble metals like Ag and Au are 
completely filled, and are likely to be less polarisable [47]. This is apparent from the work of Besocke et 
al. [3], whose results show the differing dipole moments associated with monatomic steps on A u(lll) 
and Pt(111) surfaces, -0.25 Debye and -0.6 Debye respectively.
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Field emission from surfaces has recently received renewed attention, because of modem device 
applications. For instance, poly-atomic protrusions from surfaces, such as Spindt-type emitters and 
carbon nanotubes, are of particular interest because of their use in flat panel displays [1,2] and vacuum 
microelectronic devices [3]. In all cases the current density of tunneling electrons is strongly dependent 
on the material, its work function, and the external field at the surface. Field emission is of course an 
old subject, and early evidence of surface states came from field emission experiments on W(001) [4]. 
The theory of field emission similarly has a long history: Fowler-Nordheim theory, based on a simplified 
surface potential leads to the famous Fowler-Nordheim plot of In(J/F2) against l/F ,  where J is the 
current and F is the applied field. This generally shows a straight line for a small range of F. There 
remain relatively few absolute calculations of J using first-principles methods [5], despite the continual 
experimental interest. This interest is mainly based on increasing emitter functionality, such as field- 
enhancement [6] at the surface via Spindt-type emitters or carbon nanotube modified surfaces -  both of 
which involve high curvature tips to increase the effects of the external field at the surface [1, 2, 7, 8, 9]. 
Other work involves the reduction of the emitter work function via material coatings or annealing, in 
order to reduce the barrier to electron transport [10, 11, 12].
The emission of electrons from metallic surfaces occurs when an external negative field is applied to 
the surface. The negative field is opposite in direction to that considered in Chapter 7, and has the effect 
of reducing the potential above the surface and allows electron transmission through the surface barrier. 
The possibility of electron tunneling has an adverse affect on the convergence of the self-consistent 
calculation, and a limit has to be imposed on the maximum field strength. For large, negative fields 
(< -1.5 VA-1 ), the effective potential towards the vacuum embedding plane drops to a value below the 
metal Fermi level. This allows for a high level of electron penetration from the metal into the vacuum, 
beyond the vacuum embedding plane. As such, the electron count during self-consistency is highly 
oscillatory, and convergence is difficult. This imposes the limit of maximum negative field strength to 
^  -1.3 VA-1 (cr ^  2 x  10-3 a.u.[13]). This limit is demonstrated graphically in Fig. 8.1.
This chapter uses a new and accurate method for calculating field emission from flat and stepped 
Pd and Pt surfaces. In the following section, some computational aspects are considered regarding the 
surface structure, moving on to the electron transmission results in Sec. 8.2 in which the role of work 
function changes in modifying emission are considered. The emphasis in this chapter is on the role of 
steps in modifying the electron transport through the metal /  vacuum interface. It will be seen that the 
effects at stepped surfaces contain the essential ingredients needed to increase emitter functionality -  
work function reduction and increased field effects.
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Figure 8.1: Planar averaged effective potential (VeJgr(z)) normal to the Pt(001) surface with three different applied external 
electric fields; F = +0.97 VA-1 (dotted), F = OVA' 1 (dashed), F = -1.3 VA-1 (solid). The effective potential is taken relative 
to the Fermi level of the metal. The arrow indicates the position of the outermost surface atoms. The calculation involving the 
large negative field (solid line) is close to the field limit for which self-consistency can be reached. For any greater negative 
field, the calculation is likely to become unstable.
8.1 Computational Aspects
The calculations for field emission are again based on the embedding method [14], using codes devel­
oped by Ishida and his collaborators [15] with the tunneling formalism based on the Landauer-Biittiker 
equations [16]. The code first implements a self-consistent calculation of the electronic structure of the 
surface in a field, using full-potential linearised-augmented plane-waves (FLAPW). The tunneling cur­
rent is found from a Green function expression, reformulated in the embedding scheme [5, 17]. The 
implementation only takes into account the current from extended bulk states, and the current from sur­
face states is neglected. This is because lifetime effects are ignored, in which case the surface states are 
not in equilibrium with the semi-infinite electron gas; note that the current from surface resonances is 
included, so only states from band gaps are neglected. Fortunately, for the metal surfaces studied here, 
surface states are mainly confined to unoccupied energies [18, 19, 20, 21], and their role can be ignored. 
This is quite different from the (111) surfaces of the noble metals, where emission from the surface state 
which crosses the Fermi energy dominates [22].
To check the possibility of surface states, we consider, as an example, the Pt(001) surface. For a 
surface state to arise at a particular value of k//, there must be a band gap in the band structure as a
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function of kz in the surface perpendicular direction. Figure 8.2 gives the Pt bulk band structure as a 
function of k along the [001] direction, that is, in the kz direction. These dispersion curves are calculated 
from a number of k// points along two directions; FX (the [100] direction), and fK  (the [110] direction), 
as shown on the figure. The plots show that band gaps do arise below Ep at numerous wavevectors, but 
no surface states have been attributed to these gaps [18, 19]. However, there is the possibility of surface 
resonances, but these are taken care of in the tunneling calculation. Our studies show that the situation is 
similar for Pt(l 11) and Pd(001).
To calculate the field emission, we use the well-known formula for the total transmission across some 
barrier region [23], embedded onto semi-infinite reservoirs on each side:
T(E) = 4Tr[G(l,2)anG521(2,2)G*(2, O Sm G ^a, 1)]. (8.1)
Here G is the Green function across the region through which transmission is taking place, and G^1 is 
the embedding potential, embedding this region onto the substrates over surface 1 or 2. In the original 
literature on transmission, G^1 is described as the self-energy, and Wortmann et al. [17] realised that 
this is the same as the embedding potential. To apply this to the field emission problem, surface 1 is the 
embedding plane used in the surface calculation, that is, a plane one or two layers below the surface, 
beyond which the potential is essentially bulk-like. Transmission is through the surface layers and the 
near-surface region with the applied field, to a plane in the asymptotic region of the field. At this plane 
the embedding potential is calculated from the Green function in the uniform field.
The vacuum embedding potential for tunneling calculations is conveniently calculated using Airy 
functions [24], These are solutions of the Schrodinger equation in a triangular potential. The potential at 
the vacuum boundary has long reached the asymptotic limit, and the triangular potential at the surface is 
easily justified.
The tunneling current can be formulated in terms of the transmission, and Ohwaki et al. [5] have 
shown that the current density J  is given by:
J =  A j£bz <8-2>
x fS idS, fSi dS2G(l, 2 )5nG j2'(2,2')G*(2', l ')3 n G j|( l ',  1).
The first integral is of the surface parallel wavevector k// over the surface Brillouin zone, denoted by 
SBZ; the second integral is over energies up to the Fermi energy, starting from some energy below the 
bottom of the band. The inner integrals are over the two embedding planes, in the metal and vacuum.
Using this transmission technique, Ohwaki et al. have calculated field emission for Cu and Au 
(001) and (111) surfaces [5]. In this chapter we describe electron emission calculations for flat Pd(001), 
Pt(001) and Pt( 111) surfaces, as well as stepped surfaces of Pt and Pd involving (001) terrace and (111)
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Figure 8.2: Pt bulk band structure along [001] direction for k//-points along TX and fK. Also shown is the 3-d Brillouin zone 
of a face-centred-cubic crystal, indicating appropriate points.
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Table 8.1: Bulk state transmission current densities (x l0 8 A/n~2) with an applied field of -0.65 VA-1, and work function 
values (eV) obtained from the embedding code for different surfaces of Pt and Pd. The island structure representation is 
indicated where appropriate1.____________________________________________________________________________
Surface Pt PdJ <X> J O
(111) 0.04 6.01 0.53 5.86
(001) 0.11 6.07 1.10 5.80
(311) — — 1.70 5.64
6x(001) steppedt 0.49 5.93 4.45 5.50
step facets. As in the earlier chapters, there are practical problems in the present implementation of 
the embedding method for treating stepped surfaces of low step density, and we use the superstructure 
geometry described in Sec. 3.2.
8.2 Tunneling Current Density
The field emission current density J  from the different surfaces is presented in Table 8.1, with an external 
field of -0.65 VA-1 applied normal to the surface; also shown in this table are the calculated values of 
the work function <X>. Comparing first of all the flat surfaces, it is seen that field emission from Pd is 
a factor of 10 greater than from Pt. The work function difference presumably plays a role here, with 
the Pd(001) work function being 0.25 eV less than that of Pt(001) for example. However, there must be 
major material effects at work, because there is a much larger reduction in <D in going from Au(001) to 
Cu(001), 0.66 eV, and the increase in calculated field emission is a factor of 15 [5], not so much greater 
than in going from Pd to Pt. For both metals, the more open (001) surfaces give greater field emission 
than the close-packed (111) surfaces. This cannot be associated with changes in the work function, which 
is greater for Pt(001) than for Pt(l 11), and less for Pd(001) than for Pd(l 11).
Surface steps lead to an increase in electron emission, with a four-fold increase for both Pd and Pt 
in going from (001) to the 6 x (001) stepped surface. In both cases this is associated with a reduction 
in <X>, but the reduction is only 0.14eV for Pt. Perhaps more important is the variation in the local work 
function near the surface steps themselves [25], which is much bigger than the change in <X> itself. This 
was demonstrated in the previous chapter. Close to the surface, at a distance of just 5-6 a.u. from the 
surface atomic layers, the local work function for Pd and Pt is reduced by as much as 0.9 eV close to 
the step site. Comparing this to the reduction in the actual work function of just 0.1-0.3 eV between the 
(001) and 6x(001) surfaces of Pt and Pd, then we see the possible significance of the local reduction in
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Figure 8.3: Tunneling current density as a function of surface-parallel wavevector k// for (a) Pt(001) (-B-) and stepped 
Pt6x(001) (parallel (-*■) and perpendicular (-©-) to the step face) surfaces, and (b) Pd(001) (-B-), Pd(311)(-A) and Pd6x(001) 
(parallel (-* ) and perpendicular (-«-) to the step face). In each case the wavevector k// extends to the edge of the surface 
Brillouin zone. External field strength F = -0.65 VA-1.
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Figure 8.4: k//-resolved tunneling current density Jk„(E) (dotted), and k//-resolved density of states nk//(E) (solid) for Pt(001) 
with external field strength F = -0.65 VA-1.
effective potential. This low potential path may provide a channel for electron emission from stepped 
surfaces.
The (311) surface consists of short (100) terraces, with (111) steps; even though there is a greater 
concentration of steps than on the 6 x (001) surface, the reduction in work function is less, and there is a 
much smaller increase in electron emission. We speculate that both effects are due to the steps being so 
close together that the Smoluchowski charge smoothing [26] overlaps.
The wavevector-dependence of field emission shows interesting differences between the low-index 
and stepped surfaces. Figure 8.3 gives the surface tunneling current density as a function of k //, the 
surface-parallel component of the wavevector -  in other words the integrand of the k // integral in (8.2). 
On the low-index surfaces, the current drops off very quickly with increasing k //, and as expected, the 
field emission originates mainly from the centre of the surface Brillouin zone. On Pd(311), the current 
is uniformly bigger than on Pd(001), but drops off similarly with increasing k // in the direction perpen­
dicular to the steps. For Pd6 x (001), J  is much bigger, and stays large over the whole range of k // in the 
narrow surface Brillouin zone in the direction perpendicular to the steps.
Pt6 x (001) is particularly striking, with a peak in current for k// away from the centre of the surface
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Figure 3.5: k//-resolved tunneling current density Jk„(E) (dotted), and (a) k//-resolved density of states nk//(E) (solid), and (b) 
k//-resolved Green’s function (real part only) %eGk//(E) (solid) integrated though the surface muffin-tin of Pt(001). Applied 
external field strength F = -0.97 VA-1.
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Figure 8 .6 : Fowler-Nordheim plot of emission current densities for Pt(001), Pt( 111), Pt6x(001 )(stepped) and Pd( 111) surfaces. 
Current density J is in A/m2, external field F  is in Volts/A
Brillouin zone. Similarly, a weak secondary peak is seen in the k//-resolved current density of Pt(001) 
away from the centre of the SBZ (Fig. 8.3a). This corresponds to a peak in the surface density of states, 
with m -  0 angular momentum, at the Fermi energy for this particular wavevector. This is demonstrated 
in Fig. 8.4 which shows the Pt(001) k//-resolved current density Jk,/(E) plotted on the same axis as 
the surface atom k//-resolved density of states n ^ E )  for an external field strength of -0.65 VA-1. At 
k/i = 0.1199 a.u. an increase in J  is seen at the Fermi energy due to an m = 0 angular momentum state 
dropping through Ep at this wavevector. Similarly, for the Pt6x(001) stepped surface, the large peak 
away from the zone centre is associated with an m = 0 state passing through E? at k// = 0.08 a.u.
It is not just the introduction of states at the Fermi energy which contributes to electron transmission. 
Figure 8.5 shows that a high current density is transmitted from states at lower energy, provided they 
have the correct symmetry. Figure 8.5a is a similar plot to that of Fig. 8.4, but with an external field 
strength of -0.97 VA-1. Figure 8.5b replaces the plot of n^iE)  with ^veG^CF), the real part of the 
Green’s function integrated over the surface atom muffin-tin, for the same field. A sharp, significant peak 
appears in J at -1.2 eV below the Fermi energy for k// = 0.1199 a.u. This coincides with the introduction 
of an m = 1 state (Fig. 8.5a) -  or more precisely, with the positive peak of %eG (Fig. 8.5b) for this state.
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We now turn to the traditional Fowler-Nordheim plot. Figure 8.6 shows a plot of In (J/F2) against 
(1 /F) for field emission from our surfaces. This gives a clear demonstration of the linearity of such a 
plot over a wide range of external field strength F as is expected from the Fowler-Nordheim equation 
[27]. Cu and Au have been shown to exhibit a similar dependence [5]. However, for modified surfaces, 
i.e. surfaces involving regions of high aspect ratio such as carbon nanotube-modified surfaces [28], the 
classical Fowler-Nordheim relation has been shown in some cases to be no longer valid. It has been 
suggested [29] that this is due to changes in the shape of the surface barrier potential, from the form 
assumed by Fowler-Nordheim. As expected, the flat emitter surfaces show a linear Fowler-Nordheim 
plot in our calculations (Fig. 8.6). However, what is surprising is that the stepped surface, Pt6 x (001), 
also shows linear behaviour (Fig. 8.6), even though the surface potential in this case must be very 
different from the Fowler-Nordheim model.
It would be interesting to calculate the spatially decomposed current density, which we believe can be 
formulated in terms of Green’s functions and our embedding formalism, but this is left for future work. 
It would also be useful to find a relation between electron emission and step density. However, present 
limitations of computer resources prevent calculations on structures larger than those presented here.
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In this thesis we have presented surface electronic structure calculations using a newly adapted em­
bedding method [1]. Investigations were based on adsorbates and step defects on various transition 
metal surfaces. The embedding method allows for highly accurate results using full-potential LAPW 
basis functions.
The investigation of surface adsorbates is based on fully relaxed structures. The results show detailed 
bonding between substrate and adsorbate. For O/Cu(001) the missing row of the reconstructed surface 
permits relaxation of Cu and O atoms into the vacant sites, which position themselves in order to optimise 
bonding symmetry. The investigation of graphene/Ni(lll) also shows some interesting bonding, in 
particular involving the interface states between the graphitic layer and the Ni substrate. It was proposed 
that these states may have significance in electron field emission.
Calculations on step defects have concentrated on the local aspects of surface properties. The local 
work function was described and shown to have significant reductions near the step site. This was also 
discussed in relation to increased field emission from stepped surfaces. It was shown that a four-fold 
increase in the tunneling current occurs for stepped Pd and Pt surfaces (of high step density), compared 
with flat surfaces.
Although the various approximations within the embedding method and tunneling calculations have 
been satisfactory for this thesis, there are several ways in which calculations could be improved. In the 
case of bonding atoms at the surface, the charge density is highly varying. In this case, the generalised 
gradient approximation [2] would provide a better description of the exchange-correlation potential over 
the local density approximation, which is used throughout this thesis. However, results presented in this 
thesis have shown good agreement with the literature.
A further improvement would be to investigate different types of surface defects. A limitation of our 
defect calculations is that only steps have so far been investigated. A much greater range of defects arises 
at surfaces, such as vacancies and kinks. Recently, kinked surfaces have gained much interest due to their 
chiral properties [3] and possible significance in drug design [4] and the pharmaceutical industry [5]. It 
would be interesting to investigate the local attributes of these defects, and compare the local effects of 
the surface properties with the step investigation.
Even though the results of the defect stepped surface investigation are based on well-defined struc­
tures with translational symmetry, we can relate these results to random defects on surfaces. The under­
lying principle of the step investigation is the high degree of locality of the altered surface properties. 
However, calculations involving steps have mainly concentrated on surfaces of high step density. In 
future calculations it will be important to investigate more isolated step sites. This would avoid any 
possibility of step-step interaction, and can be easily achieved by increasing the terrace length of our
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surfaces. Unfortunately, computer resources limit the size of calculations at present.
This thesis has dealt with a wide range of surface topics, involving adsorbates, step defects, and 
field emission. The main message of the work is to promote the importance of the local description of 
surface physics when dealing with such aspects as surface reactivity [6], binding energy [7] and electron 
transport. The influence of defects can significantly alter the chemistry and physics of surface science. 
The result is that a huge amount of interest has been achieved in this area of research within the last few 
decades [8], with far more wide-ranging topics than those discussed in this thesis: crystal growth [9], 
electrochemistry [10, 11], and catalysis. I hope that this thesis makes a significant contribution to the 
subject.
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AAPPENDIX i l
Effective Charge
The amount of charge on any given atom in a molecular system is a useful quantity since it gives the 
value of charge transfer between bonding atoms. However, this value is rather difficult to obtain, arising 
from the definition of the atom boundary, and also because in a molecular system, electrons are shared 
along a path between bonding atoms. To overcome this rather arbitrary assignment, an effective charge 
q* may be defined for an atom type i, rather than associating a static charge to a particular atom. The 
effective charge on an atom type i is a dynamical effect, defined from the change in the electric dipole 
contribution to the work function, when the atoms are displaced. Mathematical results for q*, following 
that given in ref. [1], are given below.
For small applied electric fields s , external to the surface, the force F; on an atom of type i is given 
in terms of the effective charge by
Fi = q*s. (A.l)
The same effective charge is present when considering the work function change when the entire plane 
of atoms i is displaced normal to the surface: 
dO 4 zrq*
T  = — T ~• (A'2)dzi At
Here A, is the surface area per atom of type i, and dO/dz; is the gradient of the work function/atom 
position dependence.
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A periodic displacement of the surface atoms i produces a periodic variation in the local work func­
tion over the surface, due to (A.2), and this in turn produces patch electric fields. These produce a force 
on atoms i via (A.l), and an instability can result. It can be shown that the surface will be unstable due 
to these effects for wavelengths shorter than some critical wavelength, Ac:
8n2
T, = ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ (A.3)a A
where a  is the local restoring force constant, estimated as 0.072 a.u. for O on Cu(001) using results ob­
tained from Wuttig et al. [2]. Taking the effective charge as q*Q = —0.3|e|, A = 47.1 a.u., and substituting 
into (A.3) gives Ac = 2.1 a.u., which is far shorter than the minimum wavelength available to O, for 
which the interatomic spacing is 6.83 a.u. Hence the surface must be stable with respect to this model.
APPENDIX
The Jellium Model
B.l Initial Conditions
The initial potential for the jellium stepped surface is constructed by means of a Taylor expansion. In 
the jc-direction a right-angled saw-tooth function g(x) is used, whereas the z-direction dependence f(z)  
includes the convenient shape of a tanh function:
V(x,z) = f ( z  + g(x)) 
= f(z) + g(x) df(z)dz
(B.l)
(B.2)
In this particular case, the Taylor expansion is taken up to the quadratic term. The saw-tooth function is 
given by the complicated Fourier expansion:
g U )  =  2
_2hc_osm
, h
A
L c
2 U ^ 1 - 2 0 s^ 1nn (nn)
2L2 ^ & ) _ 2Lc2 2 m
(nn) nn
. (nnx\
sin (“ZT ) (B.3)
where c and hc are given by: 
h
c = h  . L *  
L  h
(B.4)
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Figure B .l: Physical construction of the jellium surface. Region I is between the embedding planes on ±a. The length 2 L is the 
domain of the surface parallel direction, nominally containing one step site. ±b is the defined range of the trial wavefunctions 
in the z direction, b > a to allow for variational freedom.
and
h c =  Y ~ L ‘ (B -5>
L + h
c and hc define the step height and terrace length respectively. L and h are the input parameters defining 
the system structure (Fig. B.l).
The surface potential in the z-di recti on is given the form:
Vo Vof(z)  = — tanh(-arz) + — . (B.6)
The maximum potential difference between substrate and vacuum is controlled by Vo, and a  controls the 
rate of transition of the potential across the surface boundary. The form of the potential parallel to the 
step edges (here defined as the y-direction) is constant, since no structure exists in this direction within 
the jellium model.
We note that the theory using the jellium method takes the bulk-side z-displacement to be positive 
and the vacuum-side z-displacement to be negative (Fig. B.l). Conversely, the results of Chapter 6 use 
the opposite convention.
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B.2 Matrix Elements
The jellium embedded region is shown in Fig. B.l. The embedding potentials are placed on ±a. A 
self-consistent calculation is carried out in the surface region, minimising
E = (<f>\H\<t>)
where H is the Hamiltonian containing the embedding potential and
0 = 2  aiXl i
having
XI =
cos (kn)
sin exp{/^ • y} exp{i (kx + gm) • x}. ki
8 m
= {{i + \ ) l  for cos 
for sinv b 
nm
I corresponds to a set of {i, m) values. This gives the overlap matrix elements as
(kiZ) /  cos (kjzjOu = 2 L radZ{ c° tJ_a [ sin (Jenkiz) |  sin (kjz)
and the Hamiltonian term as
(B.7)
(B.8)
(B.9)
(B.10)
H = K + U + D + G (B .11)
where
Kij = \ [ ( k x +gn)2 + kl + k2j \ .O u (B.l 2)
Uu
and,
DU =
Gu
r + a  r + L  j  f cos (kiz) ( cos (kjz\
£  * £  dX\  s in fe )  (  antkjz) V^ M S n - gm)x)
+1 r + a  .  r + L  j  (  C O S  ( k i Z )  ( COS ( k j Z j  . . . . . . .  . .L  *  U  d* { sin ( k i Z )  (  sin (y  ^  * ) « * »  -  *>
( cos (kid) f sin (ki(-a)) 
\  sin(ki(-a)) \  - c o s (kid)
cos (kid) ( sin (kid) 
sin (kid) 1 -  cos (kid)
. cos (ki(-d)) f  cos (kj(-a))2Lomn} .j . < / \ .Cj0 (-a, E)sin(ki(-d)) y sm\kj(-d)) 0
. cos (kid) \  cos (kja)
* // \ i /j \ * ft )sin (kid) sin (kja) 0
(B.13)
(B.14)
(B.15)
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with
G o '(-a ,E ) = \ { 2 V - 2  E -  (kx + gn)2 + k j ) '12 
G l \ a ,E ) = y ( 2 E - ( k x + gn? - k $ ) m  .
(B.16)
(B.17)
Having constructed the Hamiltonian, the Green’s function for the surface region can be found by the 
matrix inversion:
Knowing the charge density, the self-consistency cycle is achieved by constructing a new input po­
tential from Poisson’s equation:
and the exchange correlation potential, Vxc, using Ceperley-Alder-Perdew-Zunger parametrisation [4, 5]. 
The solution of Poisson’s equation is discussed in the next section.
B.3 Solving Poisson’s Equation at the Jellium Surface
The solution of the Schrodinger equation at the stepped surface from the initial, or trial, potential gives 
the charge density at this surface. To undergo self-consistency, the potential resulting from the charge 
density, the smooth jellium background, and the exchange-correlation potential, must be found.
Knowing the charge density, the exchange-correlation potential is calculated using the parametrised 
techniques of Ceperly-Alder-Perdew-Zunger [4, 5]. To find the potential due to the charge density of 
both the electronic structure and the positive background, i.e. the overall electrostatics of the system, 
Poisson’s equation must be solved within the surface region. These quantities can be calculated sepa­
rately. Considering only the Gm = 0 component of the electronic structure, the potential can be found 
from the charge density
(H -  E O T 1 = G (B.18)
which gives the charge density [3] as
p  (r, E) = — 3mG (r, r; E + id) r g I. (B.19)
- V 2V = 4np(r) (B.20)
p(x, z) = 2  Pmi exp (iGm • x)
m i
(B.21)
by integrating (B.20) twice, leaving
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A and B are constants determined by the boundary conditions dV{-a)ldz -  0 and V(+a) = 0o = constant. 
The prime on the summation signifies that the zero-value of the summation index is ignored. For finite 
Gm, the potential is given by
Vm(x, z) = A exp (Gm • z) + B exp (~Gm • z) + V  |2 — 2Pmi (  • (B.23)
^  kf + gli I sm KkiZ)
The potential V^(jc, z )  due to the positive background charge is obtained by calculating the Fourier 
components of the jellium structure. The potential due to the smeared out background charge is then 
given by the expansion
Vb(x, z) = ^Tl Vg exP (“ *8 • r ) • (B-24)
g
The overall potential is the sum of the electrostatic part (electronic and positive background) and 
the exchange-correlation potential. The input and output potentials of the present iteration of the self- 
consistent procedure are mixed to form a new input potential. The mixing procedure is described in 
Chapter 2.
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